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RE-DEVELOPMENT OF FORT GARRY PARK :

ABSTRACT

The reintegration and. reconstruction of the Hudson's Bay Company's trading post Upper

Fort Garry (an important symbor to winnipeg,s early fur trading heritage), provides a number

of difficutt probrems; much of them owing to the fact that all of the fort¡ except its gateway/ was

purposely destroyed during the 1880's and its land, developed. This development has done

little to respond to, or recognize the culrural importance of Fort Garry Park to the City of

Winnipeg by accenfuating the remnant gateway of the fort'

The proposed re-d eveiopment of Fort Garry Park becomes more than just an exercise in re-

presenting the past. It is seen as a way to give much needed recognition to one of the city's most

important heritage sites, a way to help strengthen the history surrounding the newly re-

developed. Forks site and finally, a way to create an aPProPriate environment for the

appreciation of the area's unique historicai features by giving closure to pedestrian movement

befween Broadway Avenue and the Assiniboine Riverwalk.

This practicum traces the processes of how one deals wiih the issues of an historical

program set within the contemPorary context of a city. The re-d evelopment of Fort Garry Park

thus provides an excelient opportunity to synthesize those objectives associated with the re-

construction of the past, with the more contemporary objectives associated with the planning

of a downtown; two objectives which are traditionally seen as notbeing compatible' The result

is a project that not onry gives some insight to the curtural significance of upper Fort Garry,

but arso consoridates a downtown neighborhood together through the iinking on a series of

park spaces.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE STI.JDY SITE

RE.DEVELOPMENT OF FORT GARRY PARK



1.0 lntroduction :

Figure 1.1 Fort Garry Park, 1993.

The area around Fort Garry Park, in downtown Winnipeg, provides one of the greatest

opportunities to communicate to the public the uniqueness of a site, and in a Iarger sense a crty ,

which has developed incrementally from a small cluster of buildings into a large metropolitan

center. The Park, itself, was established in7897 as a way to preserve the last remnant of Upper

Fort Garry. What the park represents, however, is a period in history when the Hudson's Bay

Company (HBC) was a major force and the center of all activity in the region. This fort became

the HBC's main outpost in the northwest, dependant upon on the rivers of the Red and

Assiniboine for the exchange of supplies and wares. It also served as a catalyst for change;

being the instigator for many of the events which rvould eventually give form to the city of

Winnipeg.

The historic landscape associated with this primordial fori was dramaticaily altered,

following its 1888 development into a one of the city's two downtown railway yards. Public

access to ihe Forks was restricted and the intense urbanization that followed the raiiway

resulted in the fragmentation and isolation of the forf s gateway in the form of a park. This

condition continued until the mid 1970's when a Canada-Manitoba study titled the Agreement

for Recreøtion and Conseraation (ARC) identified both Fort Garry Park and the Forks as having



important heritage and recreational value. This study proved to be instrumental in the 1982

redesign of FortGarryPark, into an 'interpretive garden', and theForks Renewal Corporation's

1988 redevelopment of the 90 acre Canadian National Railway's (CNR) East Yards into a

historic and urban park.r

The recently re-developed Forks site has since provided a focus for other nearby projects,

such as: the Assiniboine Riverwalk, Legislature Docks, and Bonneycastle Park. Together they

form a network of recreational and pedestrian green space connecting the Legislature

Grounds to the Forks National Historic Park, with plans eventually to extend the riverwalk up

to Stephen Juba Park and the Exchange District (see Figure 4.30). The conscious omission of

Fort Garry Park from this network of park space, however, continues to keep the park in

isoiation from its proper parentage of the Forks as well as keeping it an under utilized and

under appreciated amenity within the downtown.

As a result of the area's dramatic metamorphosis, there exists an opportunity to integrate

in a more effective manner Fort Garry Park and its gateway into the area's surrounding

recreational and heritage facilities. The essence of this practicum, thus, is twofold. Firstly: is

to study the appropriateness of the setting around Fort Garry Park and its gateway. Secondly:

is to study Fort Garry Park's relationship within the larger context of the southern portion of

the downtown. The twin emphasis of this practicum will allow for the redevelopment of Fort

Garry Park that would acknowledge both the historicai contributions made by Upper Fort

Garry,initiatinga strong argumentfor therepatriation of much of the forf s historic landscape;

and the contemporary role of the park as an 'interpretive garden', making a strong case for

connecting it to the existing heritage and interpretive facilities located at the Forks (see Figure

1.2).

1.1 Methodoloov:

Important to the design process are the background research, the defining of the goals and

objectives and the analysis of the site's existing environment. The researcfr component is

intended to provide an argument for the re-development of Fort Garry Park, how the
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management of this historic iandscape should be conducted, identifying the important role

Upper Fort Garry played in the development of Winnipeg and the rraces which the fort has left

on the landscape.

The goøls and objectiaes of this practicum come out of an understanding of the historical and

contemporary circumstances responsible for the site's current form and appearance (see

Figure 1.3). They help in guiding the design process by determining how the existing and new

forms will be manipulated. There are a number of specific goals and objectives outlined in this

practicum which the new site design must satisfy. Briefly they are:

To develop the s¡te around the remnant gateway of Upper Forl
Garry in order to reinforce the orientation and form of this historic
fort within the context of downtown Winnipeg.

To develop a sequence of public open spaces that will link the
corridors of pedestrian movement along the Assiniboine Riverwalk
and Broadway Avenue.

To establish 'portals' into the Forks and use these entrances as a
primary means of connecting the existing heritage and interpretive
value of the Forks and Forl Garry Park.

To open up views and access to the fort and its remnant
gateway, to areas with high activity levels such as: Main Street,
Bonneycastle Park and the Assiniboine Riverwalk.

The ønalysls is primarily concerned with identifying the existing conditions into which

the new site design must'fit'. Because of the mandate of this practicum - to re-develop Fort

Garry Park and reinforce the heritage, interpretive and recreational potential of the area - the

level of analysis must extend to both the existing site and to its context. For this reason, the

analysis has been divided into both a contextual and site specific description of those

important site features and characteristics associated with this study area.

The design component of this practicum becomes a synthesis of each of the previously

mentioned components into a working concept (see figure 1.4). As a designed landscape, it is

meant to reflect the area's cuitural landscape which has deveioped incrementally ove¡ time.

Theintention isthat the designwíIlproaide ø continuity betuteen theremnønt gøttruøy's originøI støte,

ønd its current condition øs an historic monument.



1.2 Flow Chañs :

DEFINING OF GOALS & OBJECTIVES

RESEARCH :
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ANALYSIS

Figure 1.3



1.2 Flow Charts (con't) :

ANALYSIS

DESIGN PROCESS

Figure 1.4



1.3 Site Description :

The focus of this practicum is a block of

Winnipeg's urban fabric, in the south-east-

ern portion of the cit¡/s downtown. This

biock of land (witn the legal description of:

Block 2, PIan 729i, Lots300-303, 314-31 8 and

PIan 23,855, Lots 46-6,4) stretches between

Broadway to Assiniboine avenues, and en-

compasses most of the land which Upper

Fort Garry once occupied (Fig. 1.5). Be-

tween the years 1837 and 788/, Upper Fort

Garry had been a permanent fixture within the area, expanding and contracting along with the

development of the city. Today, Fort Garry Park (lots 53,54,55) with its crenellated gateway,

serve as the strongest reminders, in situ, of this fort. As an historic monument the original

gateway and the partial reconstruction of its oak-timber walls helps us to establishing an

important link with our past (by preserving those parts of our heritage which have the great-

est meaning).

A [historic] monument is an object which reminds us of something which
has been deemed'important'. lts importance is not necessarily a matter
of beauty, of use, orof age; it is revered not asaworkof an but as an echo
from the past, suddenly become present and actual.2

Other structures located on the study site (see Fig. 1.6) include: the Manitoba CIub (on the

corner of Broadway and Fort Sfreet), the PetroCanada gasoline station (on the corner of

Broadway and Main), the Grain Exchange Curling Club (at75 Fort Street) and the City of

Winnipeg's Streets and Transportation offices (at 100 Main Street).

The concern, with regards to this practicum, is the appropriateness of the context surround-

ing Fort Garry Park and its historic gateway. ideally its setting should allow for the pubiic

Figure 1.5 City of Winnipeg Land Survey Map

"1 ''\"i
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recognition and appreciation of those con-

kibutions to our collected heritage which

the park and gateway represent. This, how-

ever/ is not the case. Poor planning deci-

sions, especially during the 1 940's, has seen

the park become an isolated and ignored

amenity; having poor visual and pedes-

trian connections between it and its sur-

roundings. One can only question the ap-

propriateness of locating a curling rink,

office building and parking lot, on land

that has such obvious historical signifi-

cance. Furthermore, the location of a service station on the cÐrner of Broadway andMain

shows a lack of understanding of the symbolic importance of this intersection. It is the meet-

ingpointof twoof thecity'smostimportantsfreets andthelocationof oneof itsmoregrand,iose

structures. As the terminus for a civic axis and the 'gateway to the ciry', the Union Station,s

classical sfyling gives an image of strength and stability to the area. A more appropriate

function for the area in front of the Union Station would be to greet people entering or exiting

the station and providing them with an indelible image of the city.

Gateways are commun¡ties' welcome mats - their front doors. Most
people remember the first time they saw a place. That image becomes
indelibly imprinted on the mind. Just as with meeting people, a good first
ímpression is important; a bad first impression is hard to change.3

When viewing the contents of the site, itbecomes obvious that its current appearance is the

result of a mixture of both its past and present uses. To 'fif a new design into such a complex

environment requires a greater understanding of the treatment and interpretation of history,

the development of the site, and the site's connection to its larger context.

Figure 1.6 Site Plan showing building locations

Ø2



1.4 Historic lssues:

The personal attachments which the past hold for us has always been the strongest

argument for the preservation of a place. The intentions of the preservation movement is to

protect important objects, not as art, but as historic evidence to our cultural development and

examples of our heritage.a Historic preservationists had, until 1981 and the Florence Charter,

faiied to recognize fuIIy the value of landscapes as separate entities within the preservation

movement. It is the abiliry of a landscape to reflect episodes of a culture's social, economic,

religious and technologicai development,s (as seen by those patterns of physical use which

have been imprinted onto the land) which makes them so valuable as symbols to our past.

Landscapes are also important as historical entities when they preserve the sefting around a

historicai object, thereby preseriing the object's original relationship to the environment.

[We] must protect the setting in which we find our landmarks...The setting
of a historic place is like the frame around a picture. lt is often the setting
which gives a site its larger meaning.6

The concept of a historic landscape is usually of an 'urban park', 'historic district' or

'neighborhood.'7In all cases they are functional,living museums selected not solely for their

aesthetic merit, but because they reflect how we once use to live and how much or how little,

we have changed. It is the dynamic nature of a landscape - to be able to change with time but

retain its meaning - which forms the fundamental difference between it and a building or other

static object. In changing along with the natural processes of time a landscape can not help but

be a part of the contemporary environment.s

This has lead many preservationists, concerned with protecting landscapes, to believe that

it is the 'essence of the place' which needs to be saved if we are to preserve its cultural

significance.

cultural significance is defined as: "aesthetic, historic, scientific, or social
value for past, present and future generat¡ons...Places likely to be of
[cultural] significance are those that improve our understanding of the
past or enrich the present, and which will be of value to future genera-
tions."e



This turns the debate on the preservation of landscapes around so that the important

question for designers is: "how do we operate lin a historic environment] rather than how we

should not."10 Such a concept suggests that additions or changes to a historic landscape are

permissible and desirable if in the end they help to instill within the site a greater sense of its

meaning.

Itis important to distinguish between the meaning of a place and its history. Places can be

meaningful without being historic if, for example, the value that is attached to them involves

personal memories. For a piace to be considered historic its meaning must be associated with

a significant event that has been, and continues to be, readily identifiable to a large number of

people.l1 But because history is viewed as a continuous process, there can be more than one

event associated with a place over its history. The historic meøning of a place, therefore, is

determined by the accumulation of significant events in a short span of time, which ultimateiy

fills the site with history and distinguishes it as culturally significant. 12

Maintaining the essence or meaning of a place involves a number of approaches. The

degree of authenticity plays an important role in determining the level of intervention needed.

For historic preservationists there is a range for identifying these various levels. From the least

amount of intervention to the greatest, they are: preservation, conservation, restoration,

rehabilitation, reconstruction, reconstitution, replication.i3 These approaches, howevey, are

all object oriented, relying on the original structure for the interpretation of history with the

designer becoming a incidental part of the process. In some circumstances the current

method.s for preservation become too restrictive for the landscape profession, which must

achieve a balance between the historic object and its placement within a non-historic environ-

ment.

It is good practice, in approaching the task of conservation of awork of aft,
to remove layers of dirt, old finishes or accretions that represent the later
work of lesser hands. But it is not universally accepted practice to fill in
whatever is missing in orderto make the work "read" as if it were an intact
original...ln landscape conservaiion, by contrast, we have mostly prac-
ticed to fill in expertly, with what we hope to be able to demonstrate are
"appropriate" forms and materials, when actual documentation is lack-
ing.to



Again it becomes a question of how do we operate in a historic environment, rather than

how we should not. In order to design in such an environment it becomes necessary to identify

the means by which the historic continuum can influence the interpretation of the past, while

still being useful to us within the context of a contemporary setting. It is also important that

these methods maintain a levei of historic authenticity in order to avoid labels of Postmoder-

nism, historic theme parks, or period nostalgia.

1.4.1 Archaeology :

Areas which are rich in history are usually rich with archaeological resources as well. The

management of these resources can contribute to the interpretation and presentation of a site's

history. The presence of artifacts which are associated with a particular site and past events

can often give an added dimension to the historical and educational vaiue of a place.

Archaeology programs which are open to the general public often become popular attractions,

enticing people into visiting and learning more about a site's history. Consideration, therefore,

should be given to preserving the archaeological potential of areas by minimizing the

disturbance associated with new development and by incorporating archaeological dig sites

and artifacts (or replicas of the original artifacts) into new designs where ever possible.

1.4.2 Ghostino / Tracing :

When those elements of a historical site are lost as the result of progress or natural

processes, they can often be re-interpreted with the contemporary use of materials which

'ghost' or 'frace' their original form. Ghosting primarily consists of a three-dimensional

outline of the object which is the focus of historical interpretation. The basic form and scale of

the object become the essential clues for the recollection of the entity, making it different from

and more abstract than its reconstruction. Venluri's Franklin Court, erected in Phitadelphia

to celebrate the individual accomplishments of Benjamin Franklin, is an example of ghosting

(see Fig. 1.7). The lack of necessary information needed for the reconstruction of Franklin's

house prompted the designer to create a steel frame outline of the house along with its gable



roof and chimneys.

Tracing is more of a two-dimensional

delineation of a structure's footprint or a

particular pattern of use. Like the previous

method, tracing authentically follows the

outline of the subject which is being inter-

preted. In this way it becomes an allegory

to the meaning and historical importance

of that which has been traced.

1.4.3 Miniaturization :

Miniaturization is another variation on

the reconsiruction of an object, but on a

greatly reduced scale. For the most part it's

considered a 'model' representation, and

therefore a symbol for the much larger en-

tity. The benefit of miniaturization is its

ability to, in a cost effective and accurate

manner, comprehend an object in its com-

plete and original form. Important to the

success of this technique, however, is estab-

lishing the proper connections between the

reduced version and the authentic entity

Miniaturization, therefore, must place the

model in front of that which it represents

in order to make an accurate comparison.

Examples of miniaturization include Venturi's Freedom PIaza in Washington, D.C. This

urban plazais a literal representation of L'Enfant's plan for this historic capital city (see Fig.

Figure '1.7 Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown:
Franklin Court, Philadelphia,
1972.

Figure 1.8 Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown:
Freedom Plaza, Washington D.C,
'1980.



1.8). Its relationship with Pennsylvania Avenue, onto which the plaza opens, emphasizes the

important symbols of government located on either end of this street. Vistas to these impor-

tant landmarks play an important role in the interpretation of the plaza. It also is a visual

interpretation of the "Baroque tradition of terminating axes with statues or buildings"ls

reflecting those ideals and concepts of l8th century city design.

1.4.4 Commemorative Markers :

Cairns and plaques are the most common meth-

ods to acknowledge and interpret the history of an

object or place (Fig. 1.9). They are the easiest anci

most cost effective way to highlight the important

contributions made by the object which it represents.

In a brief description, a marker can communicate to

an observer historical dates, events, settings, or any

other information necessary for the appreciation of

the site.
Figure 1.9 lnterpret¡ve plaques in Fort

Garry Park - Describing the
Park's evolution, 1993.

1.4.5 Symbolism :

Symbolism and imagery are the most abstract methods for representing the history

associated with a particular place. It is also the most design oriented technique, involving an

understanding of the object's history and the ability of a designer to make the appropriate

connections between that history, and historical 'types'. The use of symbolism, here, becomes

an intellectual construct. Its authenticity is derived by using those events or sfructures that

were once associated with the site as the rational for a 'contemporary interpretation' that uses

new materials and forms to evoke a semblance of its past.

The garden of the Canadian Center for Architecture (CAA) in Montreal is an example

of this use of symbolism (see Fig. 1.10). The CCA traces those layers of history and memory



associated with the site (in specific) and the

city of Monfreal (in general) and uses these

patterns to make a connection between the

site's past agrarian use and its current cify

form. t6

Figure 1.10 Melvin Charney. Urban axes of
the CAA garden and the layers of
the site, 1987.



2,4 SITE DEVELOPMENT AND HISTORICAL
LAND USE PATTERNS

RE-DEVELOPMENT OF FORT GARRY PARK



2.0 Introduction :

Duringtheearlyperiods of theEuropean exploration the area around the confluenceof the

Red and Assiniboine rivers was the site of numerous wintering camps and temporary lodges.

As the North American fur trade became more lucrative, trading posts were established along

key navigationai routes as a means to collect the wares of trappers. The Forks quickly became

a key point in this distribution network and the establishment of the first fort in 1738 became

the genesis for a settlement and later a city. As a result of the history associated with the Forks,

the area around it has become a mixture of the oldest and newest land patterns which helped

to form the City of Winnipeg.

The recent creation of a historic and urban park at the Forks has lead to the acknowledg-

ment of the important role the site has played in the development of the city. As part of future

site planning and heritage interpretation, the Forks Renewal Corporation has outlined four

key Historic I^ønd Pøtterns centered at the Forks, which has effected the development of centraL

Winnipeg.l What is most interesting is how closely these evolutionary phases parallel those

of Upper Fort Garry.

2.1 Land Patterns of the Pre-contact and Early Exploration Eras :

Survey of Forks area, showing location of Upper Fort
Garry & its immediate vicinity, c.1B4B.

Figure 2.1



2.1 .1 Description of Land Pattens :

The Forks Renewal Corporation identifies the nafural and physiological features of the

area as being the predominant land patterns around which human activities were centered

during the pre-contact period up to the mid 1.9th century.

The junction of the Red and Assiniboine rivers implied a major
focus of activities that dominated land use patterns for many
kilometers in all directions. Due to the importance of this focus,
overland routes and trails also converged at the Forks.2

2.1.2 Historic Development :

Up until the French occupation of the South

Pointthe Forks was considered to be an irreso-

lute piece of ground used by various native

tribes, whose lives closely followed the sea-

sonal variations of the rivers and its adjoining

land. Although the site's initial fort (Fort Rouge)

gave the Forks a sense of permanence, it was Fig.2.2 - Forks Survey Plan - Location of the
Five Forts Associated with Win

by no means a sfrong one. Between the years nipeg

1738 and 1834 no less than five forts were built at this strategic location (see Figur e2.2). As one

fort was destroyed by either spring floods or acts of aggression between the feuding North

West and Hudson's Bay companies, another fort would be built to replace it. The reasons

behind such a rapid succession of forts was more over squatters rights than furs. Fur trading

capitalist Sir Alexander Mackenzie of the North West Company resented the intrusion into ihe

Red River by the colonist Lord Selkirk and his Kildonan Scotts.

The belligerent attitudes of the two companies continued up until Selkirk's death in 1820

making way for an amalgamation in 1821. The result of this newly formed Hudson's Bay

Companywas a "oligarchic and monopolistic corporation [which] had sweepingpowers over

trade,commerceandauthorityoverthescatteredinhabitantsofRupert'sLandprior to7870."3

Following the destruction of Fort Garry, formally Fort Gilbralter Il by spring floods tn1826



and after a failed attempt to establish another trading post twenty miles down strearn at

Lower Fort Garry, the Hudson's Bay Company decided to rebuild at the I--orks. The Forks was

obviously seen a superior site; the junction of the Red and Assiniboine rivers and its adjacencv

to the Pembina and Portage trails had made it the main economic center for the region.

2.1.3 Description of Upper Fort Garry :

The completion of Upper Fort Garry in 1836

marked the beginnings of a slow growth period

in the area, centered around the fur trade. The

stores, storage faciiities and offices that were lo-

cated within the walls of Upper Fort Garry and

the new atmosphere of congeniality which ex-

isted between the fur traders and the settlers

after the amalgamation, provided the appro-

priate environment for a new settlement. Around the fort various small communities

established themseives along the banks of the Red River. They were made up mostly of

Scottish and French Canadian immigrants as well as a smail Métis settlement at White Horse

Plains (fifteen miles from the Forks). Att of these communities were dependant upon Upper

Fort Garry for their supplies.

The most notable featu¡e of Upper Fort Garry during this period was its stone walls and

corner bastions, making it an impressive fortress set on a high point of land over looking the

Forks. Even though there was no open competition irr the area in terms of the fur tracle, the

fort was still built as a defensive strong hold because of a growing opposition to the Hudson's

Bay Company's monopoly.

The diversity of this community, set hundreds of miles away from
any other, was one of the major factors in its uniqueness. On the
other hand, its isolation and totaldependency on the Hudson's Bay
Company caused serious problems.a

Figure 2.3 Drawing of Upper Fort Garry in
relationship to the Forks. c.1845



2.1 .4 Conclùsion :

During the early exploration period numerous forts had established themselves next to the

Forks. It was not until the amalgamation of the Northwesi and Hudson's Bay companies and

the construction of Upper Fort Garry in 1836 that the region began to attract a steady stream

of people settling in the area. This period also saw the Forks become the most important link

between an isolated. community and the rest of the world. At the very center of this was Upper

Fort Garry, and the physical presence of a fort suggested that the company was prepared to

defend its charter, its monopoly and its economic dominance in the area. In doing so, Upper

Fort Garry continued to have an influence on future land use patterns of the Red River

settlement.

2.2 Red River Colony Settlement Patterns (1840-1869) :

Figure 2.4 Early street pattern of the Village of Winnipeg, with the
Hudson's Bay Company's Fort Garry to the south.

2.2.1 Description of Land Patterns :

This period was dominated by ihose settlement patterns formed by the agricultural

practices that followed the rivers and commercial development that was occurring along the

main road belween Point Douglas and Upper Fort Garry. These new land use patterns



reflected the continuing growth of the Red River Settlement and became the basis for the street

and grid patterns seen today in downtown Winnipeg.s

2.2.2 Historic Development :

During this period there was a dramatic

increase in the population of the Red River

district followed by a greater diversity of activi-

ties. The fur frade still remained the dominant

commercial enterprise6 but agriculture was

quickly becoming the favorite vocation for

many of the new immigrants and retiring serv-

ants of the Fludson's Bay Company. The land use patterns reflected this growth as an increase

indevelopmentoccurred along theRedRiverbetween theUpper andLowerforts (seeFig. 2.5).

This new development was seen in the agricultural patterning of the French River Lot system

with its long narrow lots providing the farmer with access to water for irrigation and

transportation. In addition, the main road (Main Street) between Point Douglas and Upper

Fort Garry attracted a number of businessmen and entrepreneurs who began to establish a

second commercial center north of the Forks.T These two centers would iater become the foci

of a fierce battle between the Fludson's Bay Company and the Winnipeg business community

for control of the economic center of Winnipeg.

The area around the Forks and Upper Fort Garry, at this time, did not follow any particular

form of land division. Various mills and warehouses were built at the Forks to support the

increased demand on the Hudson's Bay Company's fur trade and supply depot operations.

From the 1850's to the late 1870's the Forks was at its peak as the dominant center of the Red

River settlemen| the result of a strong Red River-St. Paul trade route. Its strategic location,

which made it a valuable 'meeting place' during the early exploration of the area, was further

enhanced during this period as it became the primary point of arrival and departure for

products, supplies and people.

Figure 2.5 Map showing the extent of the
Red River Settlement c.1870.



2.2.3 Description of Upper Fort Garry :

The expansion of Upper Fort Garry in 1853 coincided with the increase in population of the

Red. River Settlement and the new demands it placed on its facilities.s The major components

of the new addition were directed toward increasing the company's ability to govern over a

settlement which was 'drifting away' from the established direction set by the company.e The

residence for the Governor of Assiniboia and a ceremonial enfrance (the limestone gateway)

became the two most important symbols of Hudson's Bay Company's control over the affairs

of the settlement, despite the growing change in the oid 'Red River' order.

The new walls of the addition were made of large oak timbers in confrast to the stone walls

of the original fort. The reasons for such a change is not well documented, however the

increased tension between the Hudson Bay Company and the citizens of the Red River, who

saw themselves as unfairly represented, might have been one of the reasons behind choosing

a material that was more readily attainable and which also could be more quickly erected.

[Although the] Red River was predominantly a mixed-blood com-
mun¡ty, this majority did not govern the settlement nor direct its
destiny. The elite of the Red River was chosen for the most part
from the English speak¡ng and white segment of the colony.
Fuñhermore, the selection of the councillors of the Assiniboia was
made by George Simpson and naturally enough a sympathetic
view of the Hudson's Bay Company's interests was a pre-requisite
for selection.lo

The increase in the size of Upper Fort Garry along with its additional iiving space was

quickly put to use when John Shepard, then Governor of the Assiniboia, mislead the

Company's London directors into sending the 6th Regiment of the Royai Canadian Rifles into

the Red River in an attempt to discourage the growing social unrest. The troops occupied the

fort between 1859-1867, after which there was a return to the chaos which existed prior their

arrival. In 1869 this unrest reached its climax with the events leading up to the Red River

Resistance lead by Louis Riel and his Métis provisional government. The taking of Upper Fort

Garry in November of 1.869 by Louis Riel was seen as a symbolic blow to the forces that wanted

to see the annexation of Manitoba into confederationrr (see Fig. 2.6). Riel's provisional



government's occupation of the fort, however,

lasied less than a year. In August 7870, British

and Canadian troops re-capfured the fort with-

out firing a single shot and Riel evaded capture

by escaping into St. Boniface.

2.2.4 Conclusion :

Figure 2.6 Member of Red River Resistance
group posing in front of Officeis
Quarters. c.1870.

Between 1840 and 1869 the area around the Red River saw a large influx of people. With

them came a greater diversity in the social and economic make-up of the settlement as seen in

the formation of specific iand use patterns typical of an evolving community. The Fludson's

Bay Company continued its economic and governing dominance over the community,

however it was becoming noticeably weaker. Upper Fort Garry at this time played a pivotal

role with the establishment of the Governor of Assiniboia's residence at Upper Fort Garry; an

act which can be seen as an attempt to maintain the fort's central importance in the community.

The political unrest that was centered here during this time reflected the dramatic changes to

the old order that was occurring in the Red River.



2.3 The City of Winnipeg-Land Survey And Street Patterns (1870-1887) :

Figure 2.7 Survey plan for the Hudson's Bay
Company's 500 acre reserye,
c.1B7B.

2.3.1 Description of Land Patterns :

This phase in the evolution of Winnipeg was marked by two significant events: firstly, the

creation of the Province of Manitoba in 7870; secondly, the incorporation of the City of

Winnipeg,ín1.873.r2 At this time the attentions of the Fludson's Bay Company shifted. from

the fur frade to land speculation and the development of their property. As part of the Win-

nipeg survey the old agricultural land divisions north of the Forks became the basis for the

area's current network of streets. The Company's 500 acre reserve was also surveyed at this

time, but independent of the Winnipeg survey. The much larger lot sizes (50' x 120') offered

by the Company allowed them to set artificially high prices thereby forcing the less affluent

newcomers to iocate elsewhere.l3 This period became one of the most important in the

development of Winnipeg. The events which took place at this time greatly effected the

formation of the city as seen in the patterning of its streets and blocks, areas of industrial

activities, and the divisions of social classes into corresponding neighborhoods.



2.3.2 Historic Development :

The annexation of Manitoba into the Confederation of Canada and the realizafion, as early

as 7878, that a transcontinental railway would run through Winnipeg, resulted in dramatic

shifts in the power disfribution at the Red River. The small settlement that was once dependant

of the fur frade saw unprecedented growth as the urbanization of the west began. The

Fludson's Bay Company increased its holdings in the area from 10 acres, surrounding Upper

Fort Garry, to 500 acres. This increase in land holdings was a part of the 1870 deal which saw

the Hudson's Bay Company relinquish its power of authority to the Canadian Government.

To many of Winnipeg's independent businessmen this deal had the simiiar overtones of

the Hudson's Bay Company's monopolistic past and was, therefore, taken as a serious threat

to their economic prosperity. What ensued was a battle for the economic center of Winnipeg

that was fought between "the private entrepreneur and their economic liberalism [and] the

monopolists of the Hudson's Bay Company."l4It was a battle which was ultimateiy won by

the independent businessmen and whose consequences has since effected the spatial pafterns

of downtown Winnipeg.

The two key victories for the businessmen were: the incorporation of the City of Winnipeg

in7873, which "effectively squeezed the [Hudson's Bayì Company out of municipal develop-

ment plans"1s, and the completion of the Louise Bridge in 1880, which allowed the Canadian

Pacific Railway's (CPR) mainline to enter Winnipeg through Point Dougias. Both of these

deveiopments went decidedly against the pians that the Company had for its 500 acre reserve

and effectively kept the lands around the Forks and Upper Fort Garry undeveloped until the

late 1880's.

The incorporation of the City of Winnipeg also resulted in the joining of ali adjacent land

holdings under one common system of laws and regulations - from fire and police protection,

to sewer and ¡oad construction. 16 The Company was opposed to such an act which would have

them pay high taxes on all land they owned inside the city boundaries. More importantly,

what the incorporation allowed for was the paving of the Portage Trail (Portage Avenue)

under municipal improvements. The direct effect of this was Portage Avenue becoming a



major commercial spine for the city and the intersection of

Portage and Main becoming the symbolic 'heart' of Winnipeg

(see Fig. 2.8). Again, the Fludson's Bay Company in its 7873

survey had intended the intersection of Broadway and Main

to serve this important role.

The other key victor/, the completion of the Louise Bridge

in 1880, coincided with the arrival of CPR's mainline into

Winnipeg at Point Douglas and Winnipeg's first real-estate

boom. This real-estate boom was driven by land specu-
Figure 2.8 Corner of Portage

lation; large numbers of people gambled on properg, hop- and Main, c.1912

ing its value would increase as the result of future expenditures by the CPR. This intense de-

veiopment period was short lived, however, ending as the CPR continued its push west-

ward.l7 The resultant industrial and commercial benefits of this boom went mostiy to the

peopie north of Portage, with little building activity occurring on Hudson's Bay property. The

Company's failure to capitalize on these dramatic changes was the result of its past tendency

to control the direction of the settlement, believing that it could continue to act in its own best

interest and disregard the positions held by a growing population.rs Ironical|y, the iack of

success the Company had in atfracting industrial and commercial investments made it ideally

suited to become Winnipeg's first influential residential neighborhood.

It was here that the highest prices were demanded and received
for Winnipeg residential propefty. This was one factor in the
exclus¡ve nature of the area as well, the preference of the
Hudson's Bay Land Deparlment for dealing only in builders as
opposed to speculators' lots was another factor in establishing a
specialdistrict. Add to this the fact that the land was high, dry and
level when many other areas were flood-soaked. The reserve
offered considerable comfort as well as generous 50' x 120' lot
sizes and wide streets. The Company had even planted trees
along the boulevarded Broadway.ie



2.3.3 Description of Upper Forl Garry :

The battle for economic dominance in the

emerging city was centered at two points: the

Forks; and north of PortageandMain. Both the

Fludson's Bay Company and the Winnipeg

business communify wanted CPR's mainline

and its subsequent economic benefits to be lo-

cated on their property. In an attempt to make

the Forks a more attractive location the Compa-

ny's Land Commissioner, Charles Brydges, set about 'dismantling' Upper Fort Garry. The

only remnants of the fort left by 1881 were the Governor's FIouse, which had been converted

into the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba's residence, and, the ceremonial gateway (sqe Fig.

2.9). For Charles Brydges the dismantling of the fort in 1879 served two purposes. Firstly, it

cleared the site from any obstructions the mainline would encounter if it crossecl into

Winnipeg at the Forks. Secondly, it removed the source of much of the bad feelings which then

existed between the Hudson's Bay Company and the Winnipeg business community.

For Brydges and the Company it was case of too little and too late. Plans for the

construction of the Louise Bridge had begun a year previous to the dismantling of the fort.20

By 1880 the bridge was complete and ready for the arrival of CPR's mainline into Point

Douglas. However, the resolve of Brydges to develop the Company's land continued despite

his obvious failures. The removal of much of the fort did allow for the strengthening of Main

Street and the construction of the Broadway Street Bridge (dismantled in 18BB) and the Bridge

of the OId Forts (Main Street Bridge). As well, Brydges' decision to reiocate the Company's

facilities, namely its large retail operation and Governo/s FIouse, to other areas of the reserve,

helped to draw some development southward.

Figure 2.9 lnterior view of Upper Fort Garry,
looking south toward the Gover
nor's House, c.1870.



2.3.4 Conclusion :

During this period, the Hudson's Bay Company saw a sharp decline in its centrai powers

and, for the first time, the loss of Upper Fort Garry's historic position as the economic hub of

the community. The fierceiy competitive reai-estate market, fueled by tand speculation and

the Winnipeg business community's continual hostility toward the Company's monopoiistic

past, were major factors in the decline of the fort. The spatiai distribution of city clearly

reflected this shift in powers. Befween the 1870's and 1880's the area between Portage and

Main and Point Douglas saw the greatest concentration of development, making it the most

densely populated area of the cify.

The introduction of CPI{s mainline and shops in 1880 had an immediate effect on the

economic prosperity of the city. The CPRbecame the city's largest single employer2l and made

Winnipeg into a major wholesale center almost overnight. The intensive industrial activity

centered north of Portage and Main did prove to be moderately beneficial to the Hudson's Bay

Company in that many of the city's wealthy citizens moved to the southern portion of its

reserve to escape the noise and pollution of the CPR shops.

The area around the Forks, however, remained undeveloped despite all efforts to make the

site more aftractive for investment. The destruction of Upper Fort Garry signified the end to

an era. It was an era in which it and the Hudson's Bay Company had ruled supreme. By 7879

the fort had clearly out-lived its usefulness. Its dismantling was not only an attempt to

encourage more development southward but also to wipe the slate clean of the Company's

dark past.



2.4 The Railway Development Pattern (1BBB-191 1) :

Figure 2.10 Aerial view of Winnipeg; showing the location of the
CPR Mainline (center) and the NP&M at the Forks,
c.1 BBB.

2.4.1 Description of Land Patterns :

The last notable land use pattern to occur at the Forks, which significantly contributed to

the development of Winnipeg, was dominated by the city's second raiiway, the Northern

Pacific & Manitoba railway (NP&M). The NP&M's acquisition of the 'Flats' (an area of land

bounded by the Forks, north to Water Street and west to Main Street) was the first industrial

activity the area had seen since its early days as a trading and supply depot. The turning of

the Flats into an efficient rail yard. first required the raising of this flood prone area. The

addition of fill along the Red River embankment, which raised the level of the ground "foúr

fee('22, effectively wiped-out all previous land patterns.23

The addition of rail passenger service to the site in the eariy 1900's increased the Forks'

importance as a railway link. It was during this time that the Union Station, Train Shed, and

Highline berm were built. The location of the Union Station at the intersection of Broadway

and Main became instrumental in attracting investment to the area and changing its character

from residential to commercial.2a



2.4.2 Historic Development :

The NP&M,by establishing their yards at

the Flats in 1888, marked the start of a hundred

years of railway presence on the site (see Fig.

2.77). It also fulfilled Charles Brydges' initial

dream of having a raiiway located at the Forks.

The increase in land speculation and develop-

ment that was associated with the CPR's main-

line was also evident foliowing NP&M's arrival.

As a result, development in the southern part of Winnipeg was greatiy intensified. The only

negative consequence of the rail yards was another mass exodus of its resident population

further south along the Assiniboine River. The NP&M remained in operation for only twelve

years until it fell into receivership and was purchased by the federally run Canadian National

Railway (CNR).

The beginnings of the 20th Century marked a new era in rail transportation at the Forks.

The CNR, with its partner the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, proposed to bring passenger rail

service to the Forks. This would involve the building of a Union Station that would function

as a major 'portal to the city'. The location of this station was key to the Hudson's Bay

Company's success in developing its remaining property. At first the CNR wanted to locate

thenewterminalasclosetoWinnipeg'scentralbusinessdistrictaspossible. TheHudson'sBay

Company saw no advantages in such a move and insisted that it be built no further north than

Broadway, under the terms of a previous agreement.2s

After the completion of the Union Station, which started in 1908 and took three years to

complete, the southern portion of Winnipeg took on a more commercial character. Adding to

this change was the number of institutions which began to locate themselves along Broadway

Avenue giving the skeet a sense of civic importance. The Lieutenant-Governor's House

(78U), Legisiative Building (1927),Court FIouse, Fort Osborne Barracks and the University of

Manitoba, as well as social gathering places such as: the Manitoba CIub (1905), and Hotel Fort

Figure 2.11 NP&M development of the
Forks site as railyards,



Garry (7974), were just some of the places that contributed to the area's surge in popularity.

This was in stark contrast to the negativity which suruounded the large CPR marshalling fields

which caused a drastic deciine in the population of the North End.

The huge CPR complex was, in short, the dominant physical
feature of the North End. No one could enterthat portion of the city
without becoming aware of a mass of buildings and tracks, noise,
dirt and smell.26

2.4.3 Description of Upper Fort Garry :

By this time much of Upper Fort Garry had

been destroyed. The walls were torn down

between 7879 and 1881 and the old Lieutenant-

Governor's F{ouse had been torn down in 1883.

That same year a the new Lieutentant-Governo/s

residence was built on the grounds reserved for

the provincial Legislative Buildings. This left

oniy the fort's stone gateway standing. The

Figure 2.12 Buffalo Bill Cody and his

travelling west show at Fort

Garry Park. c.1910.

surveying of the area into sellable lots and the increased property values resulting from the

arrival of the Union Station, posed a serious threat to gateway's future. Brydges' 1888 offer to

make a gift of the gateway "if it were dismantled and re-erected elselvhere"2T spurred many

citizens into trying to save the old relic. The successful preservation of the gateway in situ was

sometimes in doubt, as preservationists could not raise enough money to purchase the lots on

which it sat. In7897 after an extended campaign to preserve the gateway, it and the four iots

which it straddled were presented to the citizens of Winnipeg by the Hudson's Bay Company

as a gift (see Fig. 2.72). A year later the park was named Fort Garry Park after the grand fort

which once occupied the site.



2.4.4 Conclusion :

The arrival NP&M's rail yards at the Forks resulted in the first significant urbanization of

the southern portion of Winnipeg. As in the past, there was a certain amount of land

speculation involved with the properfy adjacent to the railway. For the first time the Hudson's

Bay Company was able to profit from their land holdings in the area. Following a change in

the railway's ownership and the construction of the Union Station, the area began to attract

more and more commercial development away from the North End. Unfortunately much of

the early land patterns associated with this historic area were destroyed in the process. The

greatest casualty to this progress was Upper Fort Garry. Development had steadily chipped

away at the fort since 1879 until only the gateway remained. The 7897 preservation of the

gateway, in the form of a park, became a provocative reminder of one of Winnipeg's most

important structures. The park, however, Iacked the appropriate area and context that wouid

have made its significance to the city more identifiable.

2.5 Urban Recreation and Historic Park (Present) :

Site plan of Winnipeg's South Ward, showing the
locations of: the ForksPark, Fort Garry Park, and
Bonneycastle Park. 1 993.
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2.5.1 Description of Land Patterns :

In7987 a frigovernment organization was formed to co-ordinate the re-development of

Forks area into a river front urban and historic park. The Forks Renæual Corporøtion , which was

responsible for establishing the design guidelines, emphasized the site's historic role as a

'meeting place'. Construction began in 1988, transforming CNR s East Yards into a multi-

theme park. The interpretation of the Fork's past has since become the most attractive feature

of the site, drawing thousands of visitors to the park each year.

Fort Garry Park and its gateway, unforfunately, has remained isolated from the Forks

Renewal Corporation's re-developmentof the Forks. Physical features such as Main Street, the

Highline berm and the area's division in ownership, have all combined to keep the cif's oldest

and most historically important feafure separated from the resurgence of public interest and

activity within the area.

2.5.2 Description of Fort Garry Park :

This phase can been seen as an intensification of

the last, with the gateway and park having to cope

continually with the pressures of a city developing

around it. The result of a century of development

has been the park's enclosure by buildings which

have shown little or no regard to the historical im-

portance of the gateway, its historical orientation,

or its visual and physical linkages to the rest of the

city. Most of this damage was done in the late 1940,s

with the construction of 100 Main Street, the Grain

Exchange Curling Club (both in 1948) and a fiiling

station in7952, having been replaced by a Petro-

Canada station in the late'80's (see FigureZ.l4).

The only change to the park occurred in 1982

Figure 2.14 View of Fort Garry Park,
west, from across Main
Street, 1993.



when it was re-addressed as part of a series of heritage sites outlined by the ARC agreement.

Repair to the Tyndal stone gate, parlal reconstruction of the forfs oak timber walls,

interpretive panels and a mural of the Lieutenant Governor's F{ouse, all helped to give the p ark

new life. FIowever, its smail size and its relative obscurity by surrounding buildings continues

to make it a forgotten amenity in the downtown.



3.0 PLANNING ISSUES

RE.DEVELOPMENT OF FORT GARRY PARK



3.0 lntroduction :

The potential of Fort Garry Park becoming better integrated within a network of public

'green space' and heritage sites located. in the southern portion of Winnipeg's downtown has

been greatly enhanced in the wake of the newly created Forks and Assiniboine Rivern¡alk

projects. These two projects, because of their public nature and size, have had a profound

impact on the character of the area. The City of Winnipeg's acquisition of private property

along the Red and Assiniboine to qeate these projects has, for the first time, made the city's

downtown rivers accessible to the pubtic for the generaì. enjoyment of their aesthetic beauty

and educational value. This, added to the historic diversity of the area, has created a unique

attraction for people in the downtown. The proposed project centered at Fort Garry Park

recognizes the importance of its location. It is a site rich in history, but it is also an integral part

of the contemporary city. Any pafterns and policies that have effected the composition of its

surroundings should be acknowledged and if possible incorporated into any future additions

to the area.

3.1 .1 Synopsis of the ARC Plan :

The ARC was the product of an agreement

between the governments of Canada and

Manitoba. Inaugurated in 7978 the ARC

agreement used as its starting point the con-

ciusions of the Red and Assiniboine Ríaer s T our -

ísm ønd Recrestion Study to develop a master

development plan whereby the "natural, his-

torical and scenic heritage resources of the

Red River Corridor could be used to increase

the educational, recreational and cuitural

benefits of the people of Canada in general,

and for the residents in the P¡ovince of Man-

MASTER
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

ì r)'"'".'ry Âñ rçr..m.ñr ró. ,Êcrc¡r ô^
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Figure 3.1 ARC Development Ptan - identifying
potential heritage sites along the Red
River Corridor.



itoba in particular."T The scope of this project extended from the LaSalle River, south of

Winnipeg, to Netly Marsh at the mouth of Lake Winnipeg. When viewed altogether the ARC

provides agood cross-section of the region's diversity,historyandtheimportantroleitplayed,

in a larger context, to the development of western Canada.

The ARC agreement listed a number of sites along the Red River Corridor which have

significant historical interpretive value (see Fig. 3.1). The breadth of history which each of

these sites represents is quite large. This diversify has allowed sites to be selected based on

their ability to entertain and communicate a different story about the natural and cultural

history of the region. The Forks, which the ARC plan promoted as the "anchor center for the

entire interpretive system",2 was to incorporate a multitude of projects that would take

advantage of its colorful history and urban setting.

Under the general description of the 'Forks', the ARC agreement proposed that a number

of different sites be consolidated together through land acquisition. These sites included all

of CNR s East Yards, the South Point, and Fort Garry Park. One of the first projects to be

implemented was Fort Garry Park and its gateway, under the auspices of the Downtown Busi-

nessmen Association. In 1982 the park was re-addressed as an Interpretive Garden that was

to function as a "center for imparting information regarding the ARC programs ,"3 wellbefore

the East Yards and the South Point were re'developed.

In its design an authentic replica of the fwelve foot high oak timber wall, along with a mural

and various interpretive panels, were used to instill within the site the importance of the

Hudson Bay Company and its fur trading post to the development of Winnipeg. Following

the completion of the Forks historic and urban parks (in 19BB) Fort Garry Park is perceived as

separate from, and not a part of, the larger heritage site. This diminishes any message of the

forf s strategic orientation to the Assiniboine River and the Forks, as well as segregating it frorn

the resurgence of public interest and pedestrian activitygenerated by the Forks and Riverwalk

projects.

The recommendations and concepts expressed by this practicum would fulfill the ARC's

original intentions of having Fort Garry Park and the Forks become integrated into one large



heritage site. Because many of the past uses associated with the Forks are also a part Upper

Fort Garry's history, activities and interpretation of the site's heritage should ideally be

developed in concord with one another to avoid duplication. The concept for a new design

should, therefore, be unique to Fort Garry Park and its gateway. At the same time it should

use the general themes of recreation and heritage interpretation to connect it to the already

existing amenities at the Forks.

The ARC agreement opened the way for the Forks Renewal Corporation to re-develop the

riverfront site at the juncture of the Red and Assiniboine rivers. The Corporation's broad

thematic structure for creating a 'meeting place' at the Forks was a renewal of the site's historic

position as the center for commerce and human activity along the Red River. The conceptual

themes outlined by the Corporation included: the Forks as Canada's cross-roads, the meeting

of new and old, the meeting of diverse peoples, and a place for people to meeÇ work and play

throughout the year.a These themes allowed for a variety of ideas to emerge for the re-

development of its lands and fulfill the Corporation's goal of having the Forks become a major

gathering place in the downtown, while promoting the historic and cultural diversity of the

region.

The Forks Renewal Corporation's objective of creating a 'mixed-use' park began with the

outlining of proposed uses. It became the Corporation's responsibility to ensure that the

development of this important heritage site was compatible with the existing culturai and

nafural resources. Such a program has given the Forks a wide appeal and has attracted a large

variety of people and interest groups. There are four broadly defined categories under which

proposed uses at the Forks fall. They are: Recreation, Historical and Cultural interpretation,

Residential,Institutional, and Supportive Commercial uses.s To date only those facilities rep-

resenting recreational, historical and cultural interpretation, and commercial uses have been

built at the Forks.

The historical and cultural components of the Forks are of particuiar interest as the Forks



Renewal Corporation's heritage guidelines serve as a good framework for identifying,

promoting and presenting future historical and cultural resources. The Corporation, in its

Heritage Plan, identifies a number of possible heritage themes that are appropriate for the

Forks. These heritage themes trace the development of the site from its pre-European contact

period, through the fur trade, to the formation and urbanization of Winnipeg and all the way

up to its present use as a recreational park.6 However, what the plan does not identify are the

possible contributions that Fort Garry Park and its gateway could make in conveying the

dramatic changes

which have occurred in

the area over the past

one-hundred and fifty

years.

The Forks Renewal

Corporation, in its de-

velopment strategy,

recognizes the impor-

tance of creating strong

physical and visual

links between the Forks
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Figure 3.2 ldentification of the major gathering places within the 90
acre Forks site.

and other areas of the downtown.T Pedestrian access and ihe establishinent of portals into the

park are important site planning consideraiions for the Corporation. Identifying key points

of entrance, as well as areas for gathering and distributing people throughout the site became

the rationale for much of the park's design ( Fig. 3.2). The edges of ihe Red and Assiniboine

rivershavebecome theprimarymeans of movementin ihe Forks as well as connecting the park

to other segments of the downtown. Two important outside components of the Forks have

become the Legistative Grounds, west, and Stephen Juba Park (along with the exchange

district) to the north. As the anchors for a large pedestrian and recreational corridor, these two

places have created the front and back doors into the Forks. Ffowever, Main Street and the



CN's Highline berm have prevented any type of formal entrance directly into the heart of the

park. The Corporation, in both its Concept and Heritage plans, has encouraged the ctevelop-

ment of CN's Union Station into a "major pedeslrian meeting place and access point into tire

park fromMainand Broadway."s Theadjacencyof theUnion Station to Fort GarryPark allows

the opportunity for this practicum to resolve this problem in a way that would contribute to

the Forks, Fort Garry Park, and the area as a whole.

The recent activities centered at the Forks have resulted in dramatic changes to the

southern portion of the downtown. Any re-development of Fort Garry Park and its adjacent

environment, therefore, should be complimentary to the development strategy set out by the

Forks Renewal Corporation for its lands. Conceptual themes such as 'the meeting of new and

old' can be easily combined with those heritage themes relating to the Hudson's Bay Company

and its trading post - Upper Fort Garry. Adjacent cultural resources, such as the gateway and

Union Station, which are important to the historic diversity of the Forks but lie outside of its

mandate area, could be physically and visually linked to both parks. This would result in

strengthening the unique historic character of the area while at the same iime resolving issues

of pedestrian access within the downtown andto the Forks.

3.1 .3 Synopsis of Plan Winnipeg - Toward 201 0 :

Plan Winnipeg... toward the year 2010 is a

document which establishes policies for the

management and promotion of the physical,

social, economic and environmental conditions

of Winnipeg well into the next century. Pre.

pared by the city's municipal government in

consultation with city councillors, it forms a

'collective vision' of the concerns of its citiz-

ens and the direction toward which they would like to see their city move. The plan recognizes

a number of issues which are important in creating and maintaining healthy communities.

Figure 3.3 Aerial View of southern portion of
Downtown Winnipeg. Summer
1 992.



These include: Economic Development, Environmental Stewardship, Social Equality, Urban

Development Management, and Urban Image.e Theplanalsorecognizeshowimportantitis,

for the city as a whole, to have an attractive, distinct and vibrant downtown. It is the image

of a downtown that best conveys to the public the general quality of life and status of a city.

Its physical appearance and public accessibility, therefore, become important inducers for new

economic investments to the cify, while at the same time helping to preserve those existing

ones.lo To aid in the revitalization of its downtown, Plan Winnipeg encourages a variety of

uses and functions in order to make it an attractive environment for urban living.

Apart from the retail and commercial development associated with a typical downtown,

the plan also encourages residential development along with those services which would

support a large resident population. They include: the creation of a pedestrian-orienied

environment,linking major activity centers in the downtown together, providing for alterna-

tive modes of fransportation (such as shuttle services and bicycle routes), and making the

downtown a safer environment by encouraging activities on downtown streets.l l The City of

Winnipeg, in adopting this plan, has focused much of its energy into creating a positive u¡ban

image for its downtown and by making it an attractive place for people to live and a more

vibrant and colorful place in general. Of specific interest to this practicum are those policies

pertaining to the creation of an '[Jrban Image'.

A city's image derives from an objective component which includes those
physical attributes that, together, give the city its appearance, and a
subjective component which includes the feelings and perceptions that
are created in the minds of visitors and residents alike.l2

The creation of a positive urban image for Winnipeg lies in the skillful managment and use

of the city's naturai and cultural resources. Guidelines and policies referring to how one can

use these resources become the essential components to the plan. Some of the generai

categories under which the City of Winnipeg can regulate existing and future resources

include: Character Enhancement,IJrban Beautification, Heritage Assets, Downtown Image,

Arts, Entertainment, Culture, Recreation, Leisure Facilities and Services, and Civic Promo-

tion.13 Such policies tend to be perceived as antagonistic toward design. hr reality they



provide a strong foundation for any new type of development or design. They force the

designer or planner to acknowledge that which has given an area its distinctiveness, while at

the same time having to conform to a future model for the city. Plan Winnipeg, toward the year

zl7},therefore, becomes a useful document in helping to identify on a broad-basis the goalé

and objectives that would allow this practicum to become fully integrated into the context of

Winnipeg's downtown.

3.2 Public Perception :

The response to the recent re-development of the Forks site by the public has been a positive

one. Community involvement continues to play an important part of the Forks' development

process with various interest groups and communify leaders helping to establish future long-

range development plans for its heritage resources.la Many of the proposals and recommen-

dations for inte¡pretation of the park's heritage by the community can be seen as having merit

on a broad basis. It is because the Forks site shares its natural and cultural history with many

areas of the city and province, that those issues raised in helping to develop the Forks' heritage

resources also have value to other heritage resources, such as Fort Garry Park. The following

is a brief synopsis of each group's recommendations and proposals, taken from the Forks

Renewal Corporati on' s H eritage Interpr etia e P løn :

Manitoba Heritage Federation - would like to see a greater use of heritage resources

whichreflectboth provincial and local character. Heritage themes which emphasize the

human history of the area can help in promoting the development of the city and its

ethnic-cultures. Interpretation should also be detailed and specific, in terms of their

themes, while avoiding duplication of already existing dispiays and activities such as

at the Museum of Man and Nature.

Heritage Winnipeg - would like to see heritage resources better integrated with the

ciry's parks and green spaces and a greater authenticig of interpretive themes. It

becomes important, therefore, to develop a criteria for selection of interpretive themes

based on the availability of existing heritage resources, rather than on "contrivances or



juxtaposed bits of history."ls The development of the Winnipeg, focusing on its tran-

sition from an early settlement into a metropolis, and the important contribution the

railway played in the city's growth, are two of the themes which Heritage Winnipeg

would like to see implemented.

Manitoba Historical Society - feels that the promotion of the area's history should be

given higher priority than thatof commercial development. Specific themes regarding

the site's natural, urban, and railway history should be better represented in future.

They also feel that alternatives to the use of interpretive signage should be found. This

suggests that people, in general, want to be more interactive with interpretive facilities

and believe that the educational value of an object is increased when more appealing

ways are found to communicate its history.

Canadian Parks Service - would like to see interpretive themes more specifically

defined. In particular, those themes connecting the industrial and commercial devel-

opment of Winnipeg to the heritage resources of the Forks and adjacent area. They also

acknowledge the importance of the Union Station as a cultural resource and would iike

to see it integrated into fufure projects.

Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Citizenship - would like to see a greater distinction

between those resources which are authentically associated with the site and those

interpretive facilities which are programmed for the site. Higher priorily should be

given to physical heritage resources such as buildings, structures, archaeological sites,

etc, in terms of their interpretive value rather than interpretive facilities that are pro-

grammed for the site.

Museum of Man and Naturê - would like to see more public archaeological pro-

grammes and support facilities provided on site for the interpretation and display of

related archaeological material. They aiso feel that historic and heritage programming

should take precedence over any contemporary programmes.16

Manitoba Naturalists Society - Feels the need for more direct efforts to preserve,

recover and restore more of the areas natural environment. A-lso the need to provide



faciiities for the interpretation of the natural ecosystem.

Others - would like to see heritage programmes and activities at the Forks linked to

existing historic sites along the Red River and within the city. Future projects for the

interpretation of the Forks' heritage should be specific to the site, and all proposals

which are not directly connected to Forks'history should be given the least amount of

priority. Those projects which do satisfy these requirements should follow a"Iayered

interpretive sfrategy"lT in order to attract the widest range of users. The policies

directing current protection and preservation practices of heritage resources should

also be reviewed to include conservation and management.

While all the positions outlined above are legitimate, it is doubtful that each can be applied,

and with equal effectiveness, to this practicum. What is of value is the collective view that the

Forks atea, along with its related heritage resources, is a special place and therefore must be

valued and used wisely. This practicum, by proposing to re-establish the original orientation

and form of Upper Fort Garry back onto the landscape, goes a long way in sustaining the re-

newed interest and pride that the citizens of Winnipeg have in their city.

3.3 Goals and Objectives :

Infrinsic to the goals and objectives of this practicum are those precedents already

established as a result of the previously outlined long term deveiopment plans and heritage

concerns. A synthesis of visions for the area, (representing the past, present and future) has

given insight into the preconditions and untapped potential of the practicum site. What

foliows is the identification of a number of specific goals and objectives, which when satisfied

will create a place that bridges the gap berween the past and present, and the Forks and its

neighboring downtown. These goals and objectives are:

To develop the site around the remnant gateway of upper Fort Garry in
order to reinforce the orientation and form of this historic fort within the
context of downtown Winnipeg (see Fig. 3.4).



In redeveloping the area around Fort Garry

Park the primary theme of the 'meeting of

new and old', along with heritage themes

relating to Upper Fort Garry and the role it

played in the development of Winnipeg, will

form the bases behind a design concept. It is

intended that the new project shouid draw its

inspiration from the Forks but emphasize the

uniqueness of its own location and heritage

resources.

The proposed redevelopment would see

an increase in the amount of open space around

the gateway of Upper Fort Garry, that wiil

create a strong physical link befween Broad-

way Avenue and the Assiniboine Riverwalk.

This will compiete a sequence of 'green'public

space/ starting from the Legislative Grounds

and docks, along the Assiniboine Riverwalk,

up to the gateway of Upper Fort Garry and

back along Broadway Avenue. The smail

amount of land that would be required to con-

nect Broadway to the riverwalk would great-

ly enhance the overall quaiiry of the this area.

Figure3.4 Drawingshowingoriginalorientation
and location of Upper Fort Garry.

To develop a sequence of public open spaces that will link the corridors
of pedestrian movement along the Assiniboine Riverwalk and Broadway
Avenue (see Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.5 Area of site required to connect
Broadway Avenue to the Assiniboine
River.



To establish 'portals' into the Forks and use these entrances as a
primary means of connecting the existing heritage and interpretive
value of theFofts and Fort Garry Park (see Fig. 3.6).

Establishing a sequence of 'green'public

space within the area, provides the opportu-

nity to enhance entrances into the Forks. These

so-called 'portals' will primarily collect and

orient people into the Forks, with one portal

located in Bonneycastle Park (establishing an

entrance via the river) and the second portal

at Broadway and Main (entering the Forks

through the Union Station).

The cultural and historical value of Upper

Fort Garry can only be fully appreciated if

there is unrestricted access and visibility to it

from passers-by. Pedestrian access and view-

points are of primary concern. Viewers trave-

ling in vehicles, however, must also be ac-

knowledged because of the adjacency of Main

Street.

Figure 3.6 Potential for an entrance into the
Forks from Broadway, thru the Union
Station.

To open up v¡ews and access to the fort and its remnant gateway, from
areas with high activity levels such as: Main Street, Bonneycastle Park
and the Assiniboine Riverwalk (see Fig. 3.7).

Figure 3.7 lncreased visibility of limestone
gateway from Main Street.



3.4 Summary of lssues :

The exceptional foresight of Winnipegrs founders has resulted in the preservation, in situ,

of a fragment of one of the earliest and most important structures to the cify. It is an

extraordinary achievement for any city to have, in a modern context, such a strong represen-

tative from its past. Unfortunately for the citizens of Winnip"g,a century's worth of

development has shown little respect for this historic landmark. The result can be seen in its

weakened presence within the downtown. The problem is that of the setting around the

remnant gateway of Upper Fort Garry does not allow the public the opportunity to appreciate

properly the unique circumstances responsible for its presence. The general intent of this

practicum will be to remedy this problem. More specifically this practicum is intended to

explore those avenues which would see Fort Gauy Park, along with its gateway, bridge the

gap between the past and present, and between the Forks and Broadway Avenue. From this

two main design components evolve. The first is that of the forf s historic t'orm and the area

needed to convey to the public the fort's pastimportance . The second is that of acontentporary

context - maintaining the existing network of streets and infrastructure which is necessary for

the city to continue to function.

Those issues concerning a site's design will have to address the historic context of the Forks

as 'the' place to celebrate Winnipeg's (and Manitoba's) heritage. This provides an opportu-

nity to incorporate the last remaining authentic symbol of the city's early fur trade era to the

Forks site and its reiated heritage facilities. The other important issue with regards to the

historic context is the land on which Upper Fort Garry once sat. A century's worth of change

has covered over and muted out much of the fort's presence. Historically, however, it was the

nature of Upper Fort Garry always to reflect those changes which were occurring and at times

it served as a catalyst for change. Therefore, it is not the intent of this practicum to reconstruct

as much of the fort as possible. Rather, the intent is to acknowledge the contributions which

the fort has made to the city by physicaily choreographing its changes along with that of the

site.

ø



Those issues of the site's design which concern the contemporary context will involve

how well a project (dealing with a historic programme) 'fits' into an existing environment; and

how a project can help to shape, or reinforce, the existing character of an area. While the

image of any project can have the distinction of being uniquely its own, it still must relate to

its surroundings. It is intended that the site design will both contribute to and interact with

the area's existing amenities and services. To achieve this requires a greater understanding

of the physical and cuitural make-up of the study area.



4,0 CONTEXT ANALYSIS

RE.DEVELOPMENT OF FORT GARRY PARK



4.0 lntroduction :

Essential in understanding the image of a particular area is an understanding of all the

components which go into making up the area. This level of analysis and interpretation

extends beyond just those physical aspects of an environment, which are easily identified by

our senses, to include those less tangible qualities which stimulate our emotions. Therefore,

it is important to distinguish befween these two levels of contextual analysis. Between the

physicat analysis (which includes an inventory of all the existing cultural and natural

resources) and the meaningbehind how the physical elements are arrangecl on the landscape,

as well as the significance which we attached to them.1

ldentifying these elements strengthened for us principles of [urban
designl - most importantly, the principle of starting with what exists and
picking up the clues offered bythe city and its buildings, clues that history,
when understood, provides.2

The character of the southern portion of downtown Winnipeg is easily distinguishable

from the rest of the city by the physical qualities of its five primary uses. These are: parks and

recreational, non-residential (commercial or institutional), industrial, residential, and move-

ment. Less perceptible to the eye, however, is the importance that is attached to these specific

uses and their components. The following is a detailed description of each of these important

uses which comprise this area, the relationship of the part to whole, and the history behind

them.

4.1 .0 Parks and Recreation :

Recreation has become the newest use to influence the character of the southern portion of

the downtown, following the dramatic changes to occur around the confluence of the Red and

Assiniboine rivers. Prior to 1987 much of the Forks area and the riverbank of the Red River was

under private control, operating as CNR's East Yards. The embankment along the Assiniboine

River was also privately owned. Initiatives from all levels of government (federal, provincial,

and municipal) has allowed for these naturai areas along the rivers to be re-claimed for pubtic



use. New city zoning regulations and long-

term planning strategies have since been cre-

ated to insure that the most interesting fea-

tures of this area, and the downtcwn as a

whole, will be preserved for public use (Fig

4.1). The natural areas of the study site have

been zoned as 'RB' (Riverbank) and'PL' (Pe-

destrian Level), under the Urbnn Design Re-

aiew Designatiotts., This reinforces the City

of Winnipeg's commitment (under Plan Win-

nipeg) to protect and enhance the area's natu-

ral setting, and to increase pedestrian accessi-

bility by providing recreational opportunities

aiong the rivers.

Figure 4.1 Downtown zoning map - showing the
site's "Urban Design Review" desig-
nalions.

Figure 4.2 View of Legislative Grounds from
western end of the Assiniboine

4.1 .1 Riverwalk:

Other than the Forks, Fort Garry Park and

the Legislative Grounds, all other recreational

areas occur along the banks of the Red and

Assiniboine rivers. An uninterrupted walkway

extends from the parks of the Legislature (Fig.

4.2), through Bonneycastle Park andthe Forks,

ending at the Paddle-Wheel Dock. The focus of

theriverwalk is on the natural beauty of Winni-

peg's two rivers and their adjacent forests. The walkway also emphasizes the importance of

these rivers as the primary mode of transportation during the city's early history. A series of

recreational and. commercial boat launches have been recently built along the length of the



walkway. This has created points of departure

and destination for commercial and pleasure

crafts in an effort to see Winnipeg's rivers be-

come the city's principle traffic corridors.

The riverwalk (Fi9.4.3) has since become the

most appreciated attraction in the area,4 draw-

ing crowds from adjacent work places and the

Forks. Morning and afternoon strolls, relaxing

on benches and enjoying the views out toward the river are the principle attractions of the

walkway. Its consistency in material and design also serves to consolidate the southern

portion of the downtown into one area with a common character. There are also future plans

to have theriverwalk connect theForks to Stephenluba Park and thehistoric AlexanderDocks.

This will eventually create a linear park that extends from one end of the downtown to the

other.

4.1.2 The Forks :

The confluence of the Red and Assiniboine rivers has always been considered a piace of

great geographical uniqueness and historical importance. The Forks was important not only

to the development of Winnipeg but also to the development of Western Canada.s Owing to

the Forks' physiographical and cultural uniqueness as the natural meeting place for human

commerce and entertainment, its transformation from CNR's East Yards into an urban park

was the logical culmination to the site's colorful history.

Today the 90 acre Forks site, through the efforts of the Forks Renewal Corporation, has been

re-developed as a unique place within the city, focusing on the theme of a 'Meeting Place' to

create "an all-season place where people, ideas and things can meet naturaily."6 Within this

context the Forks has incorporated a variety of 'mixed-use' features and amenities to promote

its year round use and its position as the nucleus for the City of Winnipeg (see Fig. 4.4).

But it has been the Forks' colorful history and heritage potential which has been the

Figure 4.3 View along the Assiniboine River-
walk, looking west.



instigator for much of the park's content and

success. The numerous archaeological remains

from native camps, Winnipeg's early foris, and

the re-establishing of historic places such as the

South Point and the Hudson Bay Company's

warehouse docks (now the historic marina) has

heiped to make the Forks' diverse history more Figure 4.4 Aerial view of Forks Park, c.1992.

visible. In addition, there are those remaining features that represent the Forks' industriai past.

The Low Line Bridge, Stable Buildings,Johnson Terminal and the B&B Building are all helping

to attract people's interest and future investment in this historic part of the city.

The popularity of the Forks since its cornpletion in 1989 continues to grow botir insicie the

cityandout. In1991 theestimatedtotalnumberof visitorstotheForks was7 millionT,making

it one of the most frequented spots in the city. In addition, it recently received international

acclaim as "the front porch of Winnipeg landl a jewel in the crown of riverfront and green

space,"8 from the U.S based development group iDA (International Downtown Association).

All of this positive response to the Forks continues to make it one of the most widely used and

talked about places within the city.

4.1.3 Fort Garry Park :

Fort Garry Park is one of the smallest (100 x260 ft.) and most obscure parks in downtown

Winnipeg. It aiso has in its possession one of the most important pieces from Winnipeg's

history - the gateway of Upper Fort Garry. A century and a half ago this gateway formed the

northern entrance to the Fludson's Bay Company's most important outpost in the Northrvest

and between 1835 and7879 it served as the center for commerciai and social activity in the

area. It was because of this strong historical connection that ihe gateway, in lBBB, became the

subject of Western Canada's first historic preservation project. It was not until 1897 vvhen tire

gateway was threatened with removal for a club-house and gymnasium that the Hudson's Bay



Company, under pressure from the City of Win-

nipeg, donated the land around gateway to the

ciry. In 1899 the park was named 'Fort Garry

Park' in honor of the fort and the contributions

it made to Winnipeg (Fig. a.5).

There were no major alterations to the park

untii 1982 when it was addressed under the

Phase I of the ARC program. In this d.esign one.

half of the originaI7897 park, with its circular

pathways, was preserved. The original orienta-

tion of the fort's walls was then used as a gauge

for the design of a new Interpretive Garden. It

included a reconstruction of a portion of its

twelve-foot-high oak timber wall, a mural of the

Governor's Flouse, and the use of various inter-

pretive plaques to illustrate the history and im-

portance of Upper Fort Garry and its gateway

(Fig a.6).

Today Fort Garry Park's presence often goes undetected; views and access to the park have

been blocked through the construction of buildings in the 7940's, and the location of Main

Street on its door step. In periodic visits to the park throughout the year, very few people have

been observed taking advantage of this unique attraction. To make the park a more vibrant

and meaningful place within the city would require the gateway and park becoming more

visible and accessable to the public.

4.1.4 Bonnevcastle Park :

Bonneycastle Park is a 4.5 acre public park iocated along the northern bank of the

Assiniboine River from Main St. and Assiniboine Ave. down to Garry Street. This park, with

Figure 4.5 View of gateway and park, c.1922

Figure 4.6 Fort Garry Park as it exists today,
with partial oak timber wall, '1993.



its large expanses of lawn and rolling contours,

has always been a popular place for sun wor-

shippers during the summertime. In 1990 it was

redesigned as part of the City of Winnipeg's

Assiniboine Rivervr¡alk project. The principle

attraction for this park is its fountain court and

stairway that connects the park to the riverwaik

and the Forks. An amphitheater and stage has

also added to the site's recent public appeal

(Fig.  .7). The most historically interesting fea-

ture, however, is the large limestone planter

that occupies the corner of Main and Assin-

iboine (Fig a.B). The size and placement of this

planter re-traces the south-west bas tion of Upper

Fort Garry which served as the Hudson's Bay

Company's primary outpost in the Northwest

until it was 'dismantled' in 1881.

In befween Upper Fort Garry's tenure and

the park's present use the land was occupied

by the Winnipeg Elecfric Car Company (Fig.

4.9). Winnipeg's electric street cars are one of

the fondest and least celebrated memories from

the city's past. Street car transportation had ar-

rived in Winnipeg as early as 1895 with horse-

drawn cars travelling between City Hail and

the Forks. By 1905 the city was using hy-

dro-eiectric power to operate their trollies and

the WEC established their main offices and

Figure 4.7 Assiniboine Riven¡¿alk and adja-
cent Amphithealer of Bonneycastle
Park, '1993.

Figure 4.8 Tyndal stone planter placed over
the southwest corner bastion of
Upper Fort Garry, 1993.

Figure 4.9 View of WEC car barns, prior to



maintenancefacilitiesoffofMain. Bythemidfiftiesthere were seven car tracks running off

ofMainStreetandcrossingoverthelandwhichFortGarryonceoccupied. TheWEC occupied

this property until the eariy 7960's. At this time the Metropolitan Council of Greater Winnipeg

was formed, assuming control of inter-municipal services which included, among other

things, city transit. Itis after thefi¡st chairman of this council, RichardH.G. Bonneycastle, that

the park derives its name.

The past occupancy of the land by Upper Fort Garry and Charles Brydges' 1880's reference

to the fort as being 'dismantled'raised considerable interest among local archaeologists about

the possibility of finding the remains of the fort's walls and bastions. In the early 1980's

archaeoiogical excavations were made in the park uncovering numerous artifacts dating from

the mid to late 1800's. The excavations had also revealed the foundations of the fort's western

wall, which helped to establish both the construction techniques used during this period and

the exact location of the forfs wails and bastions. The large planter in Bonneycastle Park,

which takes its form from the corner bastion of Fort Garry, makes an important, albeit weak

connection to the fort's occupation of the land and the early history behind the park.

4.2.0 Non-Residentíal :

Under the umbrella term "t\on-Residen-

tial' fali a number of specific building types

that are too singular in their uses, for the

purposes of this practicum, to be outlined in

detail. Flowever, it should be kept in mind

ihat buildings of different scales have a vari-

ety of uses and, therefore, the character of an

area is ¡eflected by the similarity or diversity

of its various buildings. The southern portion

of Winnipeg's downtown is an area which

has a wide range of non-residential uses and

Figure 4.10 Downtown zoning map - showing the
site's "Non-Residential" designations.



this is clearly reflected in the diversity of its character and in its zoning (see Fig. 4.I0).

The character along Broadway Avenue is determined by the offices which front onto it
and the important civic buildings which are iocated at either end of it. The Legislative Buitding

and Union Station are the two most important symbols in the area in terms of their architecture

and meaning' Architecturally they both are Neoclassical urban monuments, establishing a

precedent of scale for other buildings which line the avenue. As symbols, however, their roles

are quite distinct. The Union Station is the 'gateway'to Winnipeg, forming the door through

which many people enter or leave the city. The Legislative Building, on the other hand, is a

government institution representing all the people in the province of Manitoba. Both,

however, form important gathering places, and help to define the unique character of the area.

The City of Winnipeg recognizes the civic nature of Broadway and the unique character-

istics of this part of Winnipeg, by the zoning of a corridor down the Broadway as ,NRb,; (Non-

Residential group b) - which promotes further institutional uses such as banks, offices,

schools, etc. The area immediately south of Broadway Avenue, however, is zoned as ,NRa,

and'NRf 'e, which is more concerned. with protecting residential character of the neighbor-

hood and the newly built recreational and leisure facilities that serve its residents. The

following is a detailed description of some of the non-resid.ential uses, their buildings and

history.

The Union Station at Broadway and Main provides a fitting terminus to one of Winnipegls
mostbeautiful streets (see Fig. a.11). The history surrounding its construction and placement,

like most things in this area, is a colorful one. Prior to 1888 the property east of Main Street

from the Forks north to Water Avenue (commonly known as the ,,Flats,,) was undeveloped

and unsalable. Chartes Brydges, the Hudson's Bay Company's Land Commissioner, fett that

this area would remain undeveloped until the síte secured a railway of its own. Brydges,

dream of a railway at the Forks became reality in 1888 when the newly formed Northern pa-

cific & Manitoba Railway located itself at the Flats and the area's first significant urbanization



began. After the purchase of the NP&M by the

Canadian National Railway and their partner

the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, a new pas-

senger terminal was planned for the rail yards;

becoming the new 'gateway to Winnipeg'.

Originally the CNR wanted to locate the

Union Station at Main and Water Streets, closer

to the heart of Winnipeg's buisiness district.lo

The Hudson's Bay Company, however, was quite adamant that any necessary purchase of

F{udson's Bay property to build a terminal would only occur if the CNR constructed its Union

Station no further north than Broadway Avenue. The station was modeiled after the grand

stationsof its time and was designedbyWarren andWetmore, the same architectural firm who

designed Grand Central Station in New York City.11 It took more than three years to complete,

beginning in 1909 and finishing in 1977.

4.2.2 The Hotel Foft Garry :

The Hotel Fort Garry, constructed between 1911 and 1913, owes much in its concept and

styling to the grand hotels and resorts that were being constructed along the east - west Trans-

Canada rail line. It was the second of the Grand Trunk Railway's great hotel chain and little

sister to Ottawa's Chateaux Laurier. Built in the Francois I style, more commonly known as

the French Chateaux styie, the Fort Garry's elegant exterior was in perfect harmony with the

surrounding architecture of the Union Station (see Fig. 4.72).

Like many resort hotels the Fort Garry Hotel was an extension of the city's railway station.

It formed an important pari of a formal processional, with travellers arriving in Winnipeg

being picked up and whisked from the Union Station to the hotel via an electric omnibus. Once

in the hotel all the grace and charms of the city were put on display. The role of the Fort Garry

was, therefore, more than just to act as hospice. It served Winnipeg as a cultural meeting

place and a focus for the city's social life. For this the entire seventh-floor of the hotel was

Figure 4.1'l View of Canadian National's Union
Station, c.1920.



planned in such a way as to accommodate the

grand balls, eiegant supper dances and ex-

travagant parties, that were fypicat of the day.

4.2.3 The Manitoba Club :

Another important gathering place for the

social classes was the Manitoba Club, located

next to the Hotei Fort Garry. First established in

7874, eight months after the incorporation of

Winnipeg,l2 the Manitoba CIub was the first

men's club in Western Canada. The original

club was formed during a meeting in a St.

James restaurant. Its members consisted of the

some of the most important and influentiai

businessmen of that time. In 1905 the Manitoba

Club moved to its present location on the corner

of Broadway and Fort Street (Fig. 4.13). When

it was first constructed, it sat immediateiy adjacent to Winnipeg's most exclusive neighbor-

hood and had the appearance of a stately mansion. But like Point Douglas before it this

characte¡ changed with the encroachment of commercial d.eveiopment. Such notable mem-

bers included: Gitbert McMicken, A.G.B Bannatyne,I.A.N provencher, Lt. Col. W. Osborne

smith, w. Grovin, c.w Radiger, Hon. Joseph Royal, Henry T. champion, w.B Taylor and

Major Taschereau, who would meet regularly within the walls of the club for lunch, a game

of billiards or cards and of course to make business deals, The Manitoba Ciub, therefore, was

an important institution where, undoubtedly, business decisions affecting the course of Win-
nipeg were made.

TheManitoba Club has always been a strong cultural symbol within the area, having both

positive and negative connotations. For almost a century it has served as an important

Figure 4.12 View of Hotel Fort Garry from
Broadway Avenue, c. 1 950.

Figure 4.13 View of the Manitoba Club
from Broadway Avenue,



meeting and gathering place within the area. However its past record of exclusion based on

gender and ethnic origins have also made it a symbol for the darker side of sociefy.

4.2.4 Fort Garry place 
:

Fort Garry Place (Fíg. a.1,Ð, kindly nick-

named the "Bergman Estates,,, is one of the

newest additions to the a¡ea. Built between

1988 and 1989 it is a multi-use facility combin-

ing living spaces, offices, retail shops and res_

taurants, into one complex. Controversy had

surrounded the project all through its planning

and construction with arguments that the scale

of the complex was toobigfor the area and thatvistas of theHoteiFortGarrywould beblocked.
The City Planning Departmenf s response to this building was the Downtown winnipeg Zoning
By-I-aut , which assured that the city would have greater control over any future private
development projects.

Aside from all the controversy there are some unique features which the complex offers.
The Royai Crown revolving restaurant, 81 meters in the air, offers one of the best ove¡-all views
of downtown Winnipeg, and the Trout Pond, located on the 5th ievel roof deck, is a unique
attraction with its water and sculpture garden.

The Hudson's Bay warehouse was built in 7977, off of Main Street and adjacent to the
union Station' It was primarily used as a supply depot and r,varehouse, taking advantage of
CNR's trackage facilities for the storage of furs, general merchandise for its retail operation,
and to cater to an increasing wholesale business. The Hudson's Bay Warehouse, during this
time, was seen as a key distribution center for a chain of retaij outjets both in Canada and the
United States. 13

Figure 4.14 View of Fort Garry place, 1993



By all accounts the warehouse probably re-

mained in operation up until the late 1960,s. br

7970 it was replaced by the current office build-

ing (Fig. 4.15) for the celebration of theHudson,s

Bay Company's 300th anniversary of serving

the Canadian public. Part of the ceremony was

the transfer of the FIudson,s Bay Company's

head offices from London, England to Win-

nipeg. The new building was named the 'F{udson's Bay House' and remained in the

possession of the Fludson's Bay Company until the early 7990's. At this time the building a^d

the Hudson's Bay Company's northern operations were sold to the North Wesi Company,

who continue to operate the building as the headquarters for their chain of northern depart-

ment stores.

Figure 4.15 View Hudson's Bay House,
(now the North West Co. Building)
1 993.

Figure 4.16 View of the Manitoba Legislative
Building, c.1950.

The Manitoba Legislative Building is for-

mally placed on 31 acres of land between

Broadway Avenue and the Assiniboine River

(Fig. a.16). Its architectural splendor and beau-

tifully landscaped setting makes it a popular at-

traction within Winnipeg's downtown. First

conceived in i911 the building was not com-

pleted until 1920, having its construction delayed by Wortd War I. Its classical styiing is
symbolic of the democratic government. Another important part of the building,s symbolism

is the Golden Boy statue situated atop of its dome. The Golden Boy, holding an eternally lit
torch in one hand and a sheaf of wheat under the other, represents the spirit of progress with
his torch pointing northward to the future of the province's economic development.

When completed the Manitoba Legisiative Buitding contained alt the services of a people,s



government: the legislative assembly, administrative offices, and civil service departments.

Today only the legislative assembly along with its ministerial and administrative staffs are

located in the building. As an institution representing the law-making process it has become

an important forum for the people, with its front steps forming a modern rosfrum where

people and politicians can speak from.

4.3.0 lndustrial :

The industrial uses associated with the southern portion of Winnipeg's downtown were

mostly confined to the Ftats (the area of land. east of Main Street, befween the Forks and Water

Avenue). For a century the area's primary industry was that of a major railway yard. Firstly,

as the NP&M's freight yards (befween the years 1888 and 7897), then later as the CNR's East

Yardsandpassengerterminal(from1,897upto1988). InlgSBallbutlBacresoftheg0acreEast

Yards was purchased by the Forks Renewal Corporation for re-development into a historic

and urban park. It is the remnants of this past industrial era which has given the Forks park

its unique identity. Adaptive re-use of those structures once associated with the railway have

become popular athactions, both for their history and the new services located within them.

The zoning of the Flats reflects the Forks

Renewal Corporation's re-development strat-

egy and site planning principles.la The de-

signation of the area as 'NRg (Non-Residen-

tiai group S) by the City of Winnipeg encour-

ages private investment and participation in

the development of the area, while still pro-

tecting those'public initiatives' established

for the promotion of the Forks as a historical

and urban park (Fig.4.77). The zoning also

satisfies those expectations of CN, in their de- Figure 4.17

sire to develop its 18 acres of land by promoting

Downtown zoning map - showing the
site's "Non - Residential" or " lndus-
trial" designations.



those uses which could be supported by the Forks and the services it provides, while
prohibiting those uses which would compete with the Forks. The principle uses permitted
under the 'NRg'designation includes: offices, comme¡ciai and institutional facilities, as well
as new industrial uses like manufacturing and warehousing. Those features which make up
the area's current industrial character include:

4.3.1 CN Mainline :

The only current industrial use in the area is

that of the CN's Mainline. It, along with High_

line Bridge, are a part of CN,s rail line connect_

ing the Union Station to its Fort Rouge rail

yards. Built in 191i the Mainline bermandits

Train Sheds form an undesirable barrier be_

fween the Forks park to theeast and Winnipeg,s

downtown to the west (Fig.4.IB). Figure 4.18 View of CN,s East yard, c. 1930.

This steel truss bridge was originally a part

of the NP&M's 1888 development of the Flats

that connects the Forks to the South point. The

most unique feature of this bridge is its massive

concrete counterweight and steel support. Thís

counterweight allowed for a portion of the

bridge to be raised to ailow steamboats to pass

under. Today the bridge can no-longer be re_

tracted and is considered to be a historic mon_

ument representing the ciiy's early railway era (Fig. 4.Ig). There are plans eventually to
convert the old bridge into a walkway and enfrance into the Forks. This would form a key link

Figure 4.19 Lowline Bridge as it exists today,
1 993.



intheproposedpedestrian andbicycle corridor thatwill connectOsborne Village to theForks.

4.3.3 B&B Building :

Built in 1889 the B&B Buitding, along with

an attached roundhouse, served as theNp&M,s

engine house until 1926 when the roundhouse

was demolished. The building is considered to

be the oldest structure of its type in Western

Canada and, therefore, has been identified by

The Heritage Resources Act as having historic-

al importance.ls lJnfortunately its poor struc-

tural condition (Fig. 4.20) timits the potential for re-using iis impressive interior which is of
heavy-timber construction that covers 2g,000 sq. ft.

4.3,4 Steam Plant :

The steam Piant was built in 1947 to provide steam heat

for many of the area's buildings inctuding all the buildings at

the Forks, the union station and the Hotel Fort Garry. The

underground steam tunnel which leads from the plant to the

hotel, therefore, shouid be considered apart of this interest-

ing resource. Inside the steam plani are the existing boilers

that were used to produce the steam heat. These boilers

provide an ample amount of material for the interpretation of

the plant's past function. outside, its chimney forms an im-

portant landmark (Fig. a.Z7). helping to reinforce the site,s
Figure 4.21

industrial heritage as well as creating a visual feature which

can be recognized throughout the site and the immediate area.

Figure 4.20 Yiew of B&B Buitding, 1993. Note
the structural deformation of the
roofline and walls.

Steam Plant, 1993.
Currently abandon-
ed



4.3.5 Johnston Terminal :

The Johnston terminal was buiit between the years 1928 and 1930 and served as a

warehouse for the receiving and distribution of goods. It represents an important part of

Winnipeg's past, when the city was a major wholesale and distribution center for Canada. It

also has some important architectural merit being a superb example of a free-standing

masonry structute, with a large interior space formed by a system of heavy-timber roof

trusses.

4.3.6 Stable Buildings :

The Stable Buildings, originally builr in 1910

and 1911, are the only structures on the Forks

site (to this date) which have been renovated.

Prior to their renovation they were used by the

CN for the storage of their machinery. Today

the Stables form the heart of the Forks with 49

stores, 3 restaurants, the Royal Dance Con-

servatory and a trust company,l6 all contained

within its 75,000 sq. ft. of rental space (Fig. a.22). In between the newly renovated Stable Builci-

ings lies the Market Tower which has been modelled after a tower from Winnipeg,s historic

Market Building near the OId City Hall.17 Together these two features set the precedent for

further adaptation and re-use of the remaining heritage resources located on the siie. The

stable Building is an example of adapting the old to the new by establisiring a ne\,v use rvhile

retaining the buildings original character. The Market Tower, however, is an 'evocation, of a

past image; not related to the site but symbolic to its new use.

r\

Figure 4.22 View of renovated Stable Buildings
now the Forks Market and tower,

1 993.



4.4.0 Residential :

One of the most distinctive features of the

southern portion of downtown Winnipeg is

its urban forest. The double alleé of elms

down Broadway Avenue and the elm trees

which line the streets south of Broadway are

the strongestremnants of Winnipeg's "initial

first-class residential district."l8 It was shortly

after the 1881 arrival of CPR s Mainline to

PointDouglas thatmany of the city's more af-

fl uent residents started relocating to the south-

ern half of the Fludson's Bay Reserve. Their

houses were palatial in size and detail, being

primariiy consfructed out of brick. The South Ward's distinctive residential appearance

continued up until the arrival of the NP&M to the Forks site. This prompted another exodus

of the city's wealthier citizens further south along the Assiniboine River. The area's predomi-

nant residential character quickly began to change to a more commercial appearance, having

been spurred on by the construction of the Union Station (7977) and the Legislative Building

(7921,).

Today very few of those stately manners exist, having been replaced by less appreciable

apartment buildings and dweliing units (dweiling unit is defined as: one or more rooms [of

a dwellingl used as a single housekeeping unit). le The City of Winnipeg has always viewed

residential use as being an important component in a vibrant downtown. The City also

recognizes the importance of scale in promoting the South Ward as an attractive residential

area. For these reasons the area south of Broadway (see Fíg. a.B) has been zoned as 'Ra'

(Residential group a), and 'Rb' (Residential groìlp b). This zoning effectively eliminates any

large scale residential projects such as tall apartment complexes from locating in the area -

thereby maintaining the human scale and character that was typical of the South Ward from

Figure 4.23 Downtown zoning map - showing
the site's "Residential" designations.



the 1880's to the 1950's.

4.4.1 Dalnavert House :

Dalnavert Flouse,located at 61 Carlton Street, was built in 1895 for Hugh John MacDonald

(the son of Canada's firstPrime Minister - SirJohn A. MacDonatd). Consiructed from red brick,

Dalnavert was typical of the 'grand mansions'built in the southern portion of the Fludson's

Bay Company's Reserve bebween the years 1881 and 1895 (see Fig. a.2Ð.

Carlton Street can serye as an example of what was occurring all over the
Reserve. That these were considered as substantial residences is
doubtless, foi each cost nearly $20,000., was built of "solid" brick and
contained fifteen or so rooms. Thus bythe end of 1 BB2 winnipeg [had it's]
first "millionaires' district fixed in the area south of York Street.r0

DalnavertHouse was designedin the Queen

Anne style by architect Charles Wheeler and

was one of the most grandiose as well as one of

the last mansions to be built in the area. The

locarion of NP&M's rail yards at the nearby

Forks increased the commerciai attractiveness

of the area. This, along with an influx of mid-

dle-class residential development on properties Figure o ro 
lnã,i."ved 

House, 61 Carlton St.,

inbetween the existing mansions, forced the out-

ward migration of the area's more affluent residents and the decline in the neighborhood.'s

stature as a wealthy suburb.

Dalnavert's presence today, as a symbol of Winnipeg's first millionaire's neighborhood, is

the result of the Manitoba Historical Society's foresight to preserve one of the area's more

distinct residentiai buildings. The house was threatened with demolition during the early

7970's untii it was purchased by the Society in 7974. Today the ho¡-rse serves as a historical

museum/ allowing the public to experience life during the late 1800's and the past glory of this

neighborhood.



4.5.0 Movement :

One of the greatest fascinations with the Forks is the perpetuating role it plays as an

important orientation point for the region. Since the earliest occupation of the site, up to the

present-day, the area around the Forks has been an important focal point for the distribution

of people, goods and ideas. As technology and the city evolved, so did its modes of

fransportation, resulting in a mixture of movement patterns that include: streets, rail-lines,

pedestrian pathways, and boat lanches. These patterns have helped to underscore the various

changes which occurred in the area over the past 150 years and, therefore, have become

important components in the development and character of the South Ward.

In its future vision for the city center the City of Winnipeg has committed itself to providing

better services and greater pedesfrian access within the downtown. This means defining the

function of a street and creating a better balance between vehicular and pedestrian move-

ment.zl More important, in terms of this practicum, is the recognition of the need to integrate

movementwiththedifferenttypesof uses associatedwiththe downtown.22 The success in the

City's objectives in facilitating movement and developing a pedestrian environment can be

seenintherecentdevelopmentwhichhas occurred alongtheedges of theRed and Assiniboine

rivers. In using the aesthetic and historical resources of the downtown as the basis for

pedestrian movement, the Cify of Winnipeg has set the precedent upon which this practicum

can build on. The modes of transportation which are of interest to this practicum include:

4.5.1 River Transpofiation :

Winnipeg's primord.ial mode of transportation was by water. The Assiniboine, Cree,

Ojibwa, and Sioux Indians all saw the juncture of the Red and Assiniboine rivers as a key site.

From these two rivers and its various tributaries, the different vegetation and climatic zones

necessary for a wayfaring society's survival were accessible. The European explorers and

traders quickly saw the importance of the Forks and Winnipeg's rivers as an important navi-

gational and commercial link befween an expanding Northwest and the port cities back east.



During the \870's the dependance on

Winnipeg's rivers increased, as they became

the economic lifelines for the city's early com-

mercial andmanufacturing sectors. They were

also the primary means for the movement of

freightandpassengers from the east and south

via the St.Paul traderoute (Fig. a.25). This way

of life continued up until 1880 and the arrival

of CPR's mainline at Point Douglas. The railroad's speed and abitity to carry greater amounts

of goods and people quickly resulted in a decline in the rivers' use.

The Red and Assiniboine, Winnipeg's most dominant physiological feature, continued to

be under utilized until a series of projects along the Red River Corridor began to take

advantage of its heritage and recreational potential. The Forks historic and urban parks thus

forms a'focus'for an entire recreational system23 and provides a number of facilities to

promote the rivers' use and interpretation. This rediscovery of Winnipeg's rivers has, in a

short time, iead to a dramatic increase in the amount of commercial and recreational traffic on

the Red and Assiniboine, making the rivers, again, an important part of Winnipeg City.

4.5.2 Vehicular Flow:

Figure 4.25 Steamship "lnternational" docked
at Upper Fort Garry, c.1869.

'Main Street' was the main road connecting

Upper Fort Garry to Lower Fort Garry. It, along

with Portage and Pembina, all originated as

trails linkingvarious settlements to ihe Hudson's

BayCompany and its establishmentat the Forks.

Main Street, however, was the more important

of the three, and during the 7870's was the pre-

mier location for many of Winnipeg's early busi-

nesses and residences (Fig. a.26). By iB81 the

Figure 4.26 Main Street looking south toward
Upper Fori Garry, c.1876.



walls of Upper Fort Garry had been dismantled, allowing for the straightening of the street

and the construction of the Bridge of the Old Forks which connected the Flats to the South point

of the Forks.

In contrast to the natural array of Main Street

is Broadway (Fig. 4.27) and its planned boule-

vard. The first-class residential neighborhood

which had developed here during the 1680,s

was heavily influenced by the Gard,en Cify

Movement that was occurring throughout North

America. Broadway Avenue, with its wide

median and double planted altee of Elms,

quickly became one of the most popular and

scenic drives in Winnipeg, extending across Main Street and the Red River via the Broadway

Bridge and into St. Boniface. In 191i this grand boulevard took on a different look; the result
of the construction of the Union Station at the intersection of Broadway and Main.

Today both Main and Broadway are the principle thoroughfares in the area, each carry-

ing thousands of cars Per hour. The secondary streets in the area reflect the Hudson,s Bay

Company'sTSTZIo|surveyofits500acresofland. Thisarea(boundedbyNoireDameAvenue

to the north, Main Street to the east, and the Assiniboine River to the south), was divided into
blocks consisting of lot sizes of 50' x 120' and 20' back lanes. The original boundaries of the

reserve are still identifiable through the grid patterning of its streets, which is in contrast to the

adjacent streei patterns that follow the original land divisions of the French River Lot System.

The historic orientation of Upper Fort Garry has unfortunately and permanently been

disrupted by those streets which surround Fort Garry Park and its remnant ¡;ateway (see Fig.

4'37)' Main Street is of particular concern due to the high frequency of traffic that its eight
lanes carry. This creates a formidable barrier for pedestrian to cross, going east from the

downtown into the Forks' As weil, it makes any physical connection linking the gateway of
Upper Fort Garry to the juncture of the Red and. Assiniboine extremely challengng.

Figure 4.27 Broadway Avenue looking east
from the Legislative Grounds to
the Union Station, c.1960.



4.5.3 Pqdestrian Movement :

Pedestrian circulation in the downtown is primarily concerned with the movement of

people from one area of the city to another in a relatively protected and pleasing environment.

This is the objective of the City of Winnipeg as outlined in Plan Winnípeg - Towørd 20L0 .24

Important components in achieving this objective are the creation of activities that are suitable

for pedestrians and to establish pedestrian corridors between these different activity points.

The walkway along the river's edge,'connecting the Legislature to the Forks Historic ParÇs

the most recent example of such an environment. Another example is Broadway Avenue from

the Legislature to the Union Station. In befween these two pedestrian coïridors lies the site

and focus of this practicum (see Fig. 4.28).

Part of the pedestrian environment also includes the entrances, or 'portals', that have been

deveioped to bring people into the Forks. These points of entry include: north of the

Provencher Bridge (along the Red River), west of the Forks (along the Assiniboine River), the

Low Line Bridge (which connects the south Point to the Forks site), the york/st. Mary

extensions, and the South Main Access (see Figure 4.28) .The weakest of these is the South Main

Access point with its existing railway underpass between the Union Station and the North-

west Company Building. Proposals to enrich this entry point include the possibitiry of making

the Union Station into a "major pedestrian gathering place and access point into the Forks

from Main and Broadway." 2s

4.5.4 Railwav:

Prior to the re-development of the Flats, the CN's East Yards and its Trans-Canada

Passenger service dominated the south-eastern portion of Winnipeg's downtown (see Fig.

4.29). All that remains of the site's original use today is the CN's Mainline berm and Union

Station depot. Operating as the VIA rail terminai it provides the only rail passenger service

into WinniPeg. From the early to mid 1.900's this station and its rail-line formed. a major

connection to the 'outside world'. Although railway travel is considered a thing of the past,

the Union Station is still an important fixture within the city. Its Beaux-Arts classical styling

E
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continues to reflect its past importance as the

'gateway to the city'. Today, the Train Shed

(witn its open railway piatform) serves as the

sfrong reminder to the site's recent past and of

what railway lravel was like during 19th cen-

tury.

Figure 4.29 Aerialview of CN's Mainline and
Union Station, c.1950.

4.6 Summary of lssues :

The contextual anaiysis is meant to give some insight into those individual features

responsibleforthecharacterofWinnipeg's SouthWard. Theseimportantstructuresrepresent

examples of past and present land use patterns that are associated with Winnipeg's four major

development periods (see Chapter 2). The close proximity of these structures to the gateway

of Upper Fort Garry adds further weight to the argument that this is a unique place within the

city. The gateway, being the oldest structure, represents a fragment of the initial stage in the

city's development. Other places such as the Manitoba Club, Broadway Avenue, Union

Station, Hotel Fort Garry and the Forks, all form a strong symbolic continuum through each

subsequent development phase, each serving at one time or another as a 'meeting piace' for

the citizens of Winnipeg.

Physically, BroadwayAvenue is the strongestunifying element in the area. Its alléeof trees

creates an east-west civic axis which links the Union Station to the Legislature Building and

grounds. It, alongwith the newly developed Assiniboine Riverwalk, provides the framework

for creating a continuous network of 'green' public open space. Reclaiming the historic site

of Upper Fort Gany as park space will resuit in a stronger sense of this area's recreational and

historical value within the downtown. It will also help in remedying one of the most mis-

managed pieces of land in the downtown through the elimination of a number of structures

between Broadway Ave. and the Assiniboine River, giving closure to the eastern end of

Broadway Ave. (see Figure 4.30).
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What the contextual analysis has provided is an understanding of what goes into making

up the character of the South Ward. as well as how Fort Garry Park and its gateway reiate to

the larger context of the area. It has reinforced the argument that this area is unique and that

this distinctiveness is due more to the area's collection of pløces rather than to arty one indiuiduøl

place . In doing so it has established the potential of this practicum to link aesthetically and

symbolically an entire section of the downtown into a network of pedestrian and park spaces.



5.0 SITE ANALYSIS

RE-DEVELOPMENT OF FORT GARRY PARK



Important to the design process is the identification and evaluation of the existing qualities
and feafures unique to a specific site. As in the contextual analysis, the site analysis is

concernedwithboth thephysical description of whatexists and the identification of thoseless
quantitative characteristics which evokes a certain emotional response f¡om the viewer. What
differentiates the site analysis from the contextual analysis, however, is the level and scale of
the observation' It becomes a very detailed recording of a particular site's existing conditions.
The purpose of the site analysis is to examine all information pertaining to the site, research

any missing information that is responsible for the quantitative and qualitative state of the site
and present the findings in a form that can be used as a continual reference during the course
of design.l

The inventory of a site's characteristics generally reflects the environment in which it is
located' In an urban context such as the one which is the focus of this practicum, the
composition of the site is influenced by a variety of factors. These factors include: vegetation
(species distribution), its microclimate (wind and shadow analysis), the organization and
placement of sfructures on the site (ownership and zoning patterns), and the site,s direct
response to human conditions and needs (services, drainage pafterns and site access). Finally,
there is the visuai analysis of the site (recording the internal and external views within the site)
which are both visually preasing as weil as unfavorabre.

5.1 Vegetation :

Vegetation, whether woody or herbaceous, is one of the most important components
which contribute to the overall quality of the site's aesthetics and its general experience.

Considering the tremendous stresses placed on plant material in an urban environment and
the precarious circumstance in which they must survive, any vegetation which exists on the
site should be valued and managed carefully. This study site is fortunate to have within its
boundaries adiversityof vegetation which,for themostpart, canbedividedintothreegeneral

categories: Urban Forest, parþ Riverbottom Forest.



5.1.1 Urban Forest:

The Urban Forest is made up of those frees which tine the streets and heip to define the
boundaries of the site' The species and arrangement of frees along each of the site,s four
adjacent thoroughfares resPond to the physical environment created by each street. Main
Street, having the highestvehicular capacify, forms the most stressful environment of the four.
Its paved medians and sidewalks, along with its high pollution and salt conditions, has

created an environment in which even the green ash(Frøxínus pensylaønia)has had a hard time
maintaining a heaithy and adequate existence. During the summer months these green ashes

have a sparse foliage cover and. show signs of arrested growth, having a circumference at
breast height (C'B.H) of between 30 - 4ocm. Along the western edge of Main street there are
no trees to distinguish the pedestrian zone from the vehicular zone. Those trees which do exist
here are part of the land.scapes of Fort Garry Park, Broadway Avenue and the Ciry or
Winnipeg parking lot.

Fort Street is another tho¡oughfare which lacks a continuify in its street ptanting. The
effects of this discontinuity can be traced to the new development of Fort Garry place and the
parking requirements of the Grain Exchange Curling Ctub. Street trees are most effective
when they are used consistently on both sides of the street to create transilion areas between
different user zones or scales. Neither of these conditions apply along Fort street and this has

greatly contributed to the lack of uniformity that exists along the western boundary of the

site' Those trees which do exist along Fort Sfreet inciude a line of green ashes in front of the
eastern façade of Fort Garry Place and. a few older elms (U/rn us americøna ) toward the
intersection of Broadway and Fort.

Assiniboine Avenue has a mixture of healthy, mature elms mostly located along the
southern edge of the avenue, along with a few elms and Colorado Spruc e (picea pungens )
adjacent to City of Winnipeg's parking lot. The favorable growing conditions that exist aiong
the edge of Bonneycastle Park contribute greatly to the healthy condition of those elms along
the southern boundary of Assiniboine Ave (compared. to the deformed growth evident in the
three elms along the northern edge). The spruce rrees, along with a silver poplar (populus alba



'Ni'(teø' ), dogwoo d (Cornus sp.) and.junipers (luníperius sp.), comprise the vegetation associ-

ated with the landscaping around the parking lot.

Broadway Avenue is one of the most picturesque thoroughfares in Winnipeg. Designed

as the cit/s 'grand boulevard', its grassy median and double allée of elms perfectly frame the

arched enf¡ance of the Union Station to create a vista which extend.s from the intersection of

Broadway and Main, west to the Legislafure and. Memorial Park. Prior to the 1950,s Winnipeg,

like many other North American cities, had primarily planted eims along its city streets and

in its parks. The problems associated with such a practice are clearly evident on this practicum

site between Fort and Main. Those elms lost to Dutch elm disease have either left gaps in the

equidistant arrangement of frees along Broadway or have been. replaced with green ashes

which that never mature to the same size'as the remaining elms. The result has been a

disruption in the continuify of Broadway Avenue.
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5.1.2 Park :

Those parks set within an urban environment tend to be oases of green sur-

rounded by buildings and concrete. Parks like Fort Garry Park, therefore, have the

potentiai to attract people from adjacent work places (providing they can see the

park). The layout of Fort Garry Park is that of a formal park, with its boundaries

defined by the linear arrangement of elm trees along its perimeter. These elms were

originally planted in1.897 and today stand anywhere between 40 - 60 ft. in height

(witfr their crowns extending past the roof-lines of the adjacent buildings). The

park's 1897 design was of two elliptical pathways, with the remnant gateway of

Upper Fort Garry at the center. The park's 1982 redesign has also contributed to its

formal appearance; its conception is based on Upper Fort Garry's original orienta-

tion and uses a partial reconstruction of the forf s oak wall to divide, diagonally, the

park into two - the old park and the new. The planting material used in the park's

redesign consists of various woody plants. Those woody plants include Siberian

Dogwood (Cornus ølba'sibericø'), Native Plum (Prunus ømericana ), A1pine Current

(Ríbes alpínum ), Nannyberry (Viburnumlentøgo ), Flighbush Cranberry (Viburnum

trilobum ), Ground ]uniper (luniperus communis ), and White Spruce (Picea gløuca).

In contrast to the formal arrangement of Fort Garry Park is the pastorai layout of

Bonneycastle Park, characterized by large areas of open lawns formed by the ar-

rangement of deciduous and coniferous trees. Its rolling topography and grassy

fields provide ample recreational opportunities and is most used during the sum-

mer months by sunbathers,local residents and nearby workers. The woody plants

in this park consist of both native and introduced specimen trees and shrubs. The

native species includeAmerican Elms, GreenAsh,Silverpoplar, TremblingAspens

(Populus tremuloides ), and Cottonwo ods (Populus deltoides ). Those trees which are

not common to the prairies but have been planted in the park consist of: White

Spruce (Píceø gløucø ), Colorado Spruce (Picea pungens), and Amur Cherry (Prunus

maackü).

@
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The riverbottom forest that efsts on the most southern reaches of the study site

is the most naturai of all the existing vegetation in its species composition and in its

habitat. Its existing condition is a direct response to the adjacent Assiniboine River,

with its steep embankment (approximately z0 .t.,@ a60 degree slope), susceptibil-

ify to erosion under cutting, and a high proneness to flooding (prior to the construc-

tion of the Red River floodway). These factors have all contributed to lack of

development which abuts upon the river's edge and has created a corridor of

wilderness along each embankment of the city's two rivers. The unique character-

isticsofthisareaarerepresentedbythe successionalplantcommunitieswhichexist

within it in a variety of plant stratas (see Appendix A for species list) rarely seen

in the urban environment.
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5.2 Wind Analysis :

Anyone familiar with Winnipeg understands the effects that wind can have on

the microciimate of a site. During the summer months Winnipeg experiences a

prevailing wind from a southerly direction. In the winter these prevailing winds
change to a northwesteriy direction. Winnipeg,like any city located in a northern

climate,mustberesponsive to theconditions and effects broughtonby thesewinds.

This holds especially frue during the winter months when the effects of the wind
are felt the most (evident in snow drifting and high windchills). For this reason the

focus of this analysis is primarily directed toward identifying existing or potential
site problems associated with its winter wind.s.

An important consideration when analyzingthe effects of wind is the identifica-

tion of a site's verticai elements, in particular its height,length and. permeabilify.

The height and length of an object effects the size of its windshadow, while its
permeability effects the velocity of the wind and the subsequent snow drifts that

occur as a result of the reduced wind speeds. As in most urban environments the

wind conditions on the study site are moderated by those buildings which exist on

the site and in their immediate vicinity.

@
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The ievel and duration of sunlight that a site receives is dependant upon a

number of interrelated factors: the latitude of the site's location, the time of day and

year, and the azimuth (or angle) of the sun. These factors all contribute to the

direction from which sunlight is fatling on the site and those areas of the site in futl

sunlight- The light conditions the site receives is also effected by: the location of

buildings onthe site,thedistanceandheightof adjacentbuildings, and the shadows

which these sfructures create (those areas of the site in shade). During the winter

months these shadows are considerably longer than during the summer because

the angle of the sun is lower during the winter. The following diagrams identify

those areas which receive the most light versus those areas which spend most of the

day in shade. It is a composite of an hourly fracking of shadows between the hours

of 10 a.m and 4 p.* and du¡ing the months of March, June (summer) and

September, December (winter).

@
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Poslitively, while others react negatively site.

While each structure that efsts on or near the site has its own individual

character, the site's overall character is determined by the relationship befween the

structures. Those structures that comprise the site are a mixture of d.ifferent

periods, uses, and scales. The site's character, therefore, is primarily d.etermined by

the physical appearance of its existing strucfures, its combination of old and new

uses, and the history associated with certain structures.

Not all the structures can be judged as having the same merit. Some contribute

Publlrvery/ wrllle otners react negatrvely to the site. Those structures which

reinforce key development stages in Winnipeg's growth, or have established

themselves as important cullural landmarks, all help to instill within the site a

positive image. These sfructures include: the gateway of Upper Fort Garry, the

Union Station, Hotel Fort Garry, and the Manitoba Club. Those structures which

are considered to be detrimentai to the site are in immediate conflict with the

architecfural character of the area, or they impede upon the aesthetic and functional

appreciation of the site and its more notable structures. These sfructures include:

the PetroCanada service station, the Grain Exchange Curling Club, and the Ciry of

Winnipeg offices. Finally there are those structures which do not physically effect

the site, but whose consequences are never-the-less felt. This includes the massive

office and condominium complex of Fort Garry Place, which visually dominates

the skyline of the area for blocks in either d.irection.
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5.5 Ownership Analysis :

Ownership analysis, as described in this section, is the identification of the full

Iegal title and rights of ownership to that property which is a part of this srudy site.

Any new development on the site can be complicated by the fact that there is more

than one owner associated with it. The majority of the land, however, is pubiicly

owned by the Ciry of Winnipeg. That which is not pubticly owned is controlled by:

PetroCanada Inc., the Grain Exchange Curling Club, VIA Canada Inc., and Forks

Renewal Corporation.

Of specific concern is thatproperty owned by the Grain Exchange Curling Club

and PetroCanada Inc. The City of Winnipeg, as a governing agency, has the power

to take private property for public use (under the principle that the benefits to the

public outweighs the rights of individuals).2 Expropriation, however, must 'f airly'

compensate the individual or group for their losses. For this reason governments

try to avoid such situations, but are not opposed to using such measures if the land,s

value to the general public is high enough.

@
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Zoning is an efficient way to control uses in a desired area in order to protect or

enhance its existing characteristics. The Cify of Winnipeg has developed a compiex

series of zoning designations for the downtown called the "Downtown Winnipeg

ZoningBylaw" . Its main objective is to identify the zoning boundaries for specific

uses, building heights, and area restrictions such as: parking requirements, signs,

and urban design reviews. The fotlowing diagram looks at how these various

zoning designations have been allocated to the site. Because of the high desirability

for recreational sPace within the downtown, there are very few instances in which

a project such as this would be in conflict with existing zoning bylaws. The zoning

designations of the site, therefore, encourage redevelopment based on the specific

goals and objectives of this practicum (fo be used in conjunction with the Downtoutn

Winnípeg Zoning Bylaza ).
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5.7 Underground and Above Ground Services :

Those utilities which exist above and below grade have been identified in this

section. They become integral components within the man-made landscape and

form a complex network of conduits which deliver gas, electricity, telephone

connections, irrigation and water to different areas of the city. They are also

responsible for the removal of storm water runoff and sewage. Any new develop-

ment must be aware of the location of existing utilities so as not to interrupt or

damage the services which they supply.
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5.8 Drainage / Site Cover :

The drainage conditions of the site are dependant upon the regional climatic

conditions of Winnipeg and the type'of ground material that covers the site.

Winnipeg traditionally receives some form of precipitation every month of the

yeaÍ 
' 
whether in the form of rain or snow. Frequency is usually not a problem, with

a predicted rate of 2.25 inches (7cm.) of precipitation during a one_hour period once

every 1 00 years.3 The accumulation of snow over a 5 month period and a quick thaw
during the spring, however, does require the site to be able to cope with high
amounts of water runoff over a short period of time.

Runoff conditions can be greatiy affected by the site's surface cover and the

permeability of its material. Different paving materials have different states of
porosity, while vegetation allows for an even greater infiltration of moisture than

the most porous of paving material. Ideally any new development shouid have a

minimum effect on off-site drainage, white conforming to existing drainage pat-

terns on-site' The following drawing identifies on-site drainage patterns and

existing site coverage.
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This analysis identifies those existing points of entry into the site. They are, for
the most part, functions of those uses located on the site. They consist primarily of

vehicular entrances which service the Cityof Winnipeg and Grain Exchange Curl-

ing Club's parking lots, the Manitoba Club service lane and parking lot, and the

enfrance and exit points for the PelroCanada service station. What is important to

note is how Fort Garry Park and its gateway is separated from those areas with the

greatest amount of pedestrian activify - namely Broadway Avenue and Bonney-

castle Park.
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6.0 DESIGN OF FORT GARRY PARK

RE-DEVELOPMENT OF FORT GARRY PAHK



6.0 lntroduction :

Winnipeg is a city which has seen dramatic changes to its landscape since the first

settlements were established here in the early 1800's. Nowhere in the cify is this transforma-

tion more prominent than in the area around the remnant gateway of Upper Fort Garry and

the Forks. As a 'cultural landscape'its current appearance reflects those changes that occurred

as the result of a continuous human occupation of the land and the continuai physical

modification made to it over the years.l What this practicum is intended to assert is: the

dynamic nature of this culfural landscape through the transformation of Upper Fort Garry

from a center for trade and commerce into an historic monument and park.

The re-development of Fort Garry Park must not only recognize the changes which have

occurred to the fort over the past 150 years but also those changes to its surroundings over that

same period- This fundamental concept establishes two essential components that need to be

addressed: the first being a historic component, concerned with reinforcing the original form

of this historic fort within the context of downtown Winn ipeg; the second is a contemporary

comPonent, saiisfying the present-day need for pedestrian access and circulation within a

major recreational corridor of the downtown (see Chapter 3).

By reintegrating Upper Fort Garry within a non-historic context, a paradox in design is

unavoidably created. It is a paradox between a design which has its focus in the past, yet still

having to be responsive to a contemporary setting that is dramatically different from that past

and limited in the degree to which it can be altered. Solving this paradox presents the greatest

challenge in the re-deveiopment of Fort Garry Park. To begin to address this challenge

requires investigation into how best to present the historic form of the fort, the history

associated with it, and the area of land needed to satisfy all the goals and objectives of this

practicum.

6.1.0 Historic Design Component:

Reintegrating Upper Fort Garry within a present-d.ay context picks up on the d.ebate of

how to operate within an environment which is of historic significance (see Chapter 1). On a



broader scope it is meant to be seen as a chailenge to those current restoration and reconstruc-

tion standards, established by the various conservation charters, that tend to be regarded as

universally applicable. Even the more recent Australian Burra Charter, which addresses many

of the incongruities which existbetween the 'old world'terminology of the Venice Charter and

'new world' sites,z has done iittle to resolve the debate of historical authenticity versus

historical continuify.

At the heart of this debate is the strict methodology and terminology used by these charters

and the connotations of worth which they imply. Is there greater value in something which

has been 'preserved', than something which has been 'reconstructed'? And if circumstances

dictate that reconstruction be necessary, how accurate to the original must the reproduction

be in order to satisfy preservation standards? These become the two most important questions

posed by a site that has seen irrevocable changes made to it by a society that has forgotten its

past and now wants to be re-acquainted. How these questions are eventually answered should

be readily apparent in the final design solution.

The following is excerpted from the charter adopted by Austratia tCoMoS
in 1979 at Burra Burra. Revisions were adopted in l g7l and l gBB.

Article 1 .4: Conservation means allthe processes of looking after aplace
so as I,o retain its culturalsignificance . lt includes rnaintenance and may,
acco rdi ng to ci rcu mstance, i nclude prese rvatio n, resto ratio n, reco nstruc-
tion and adaptation and will be commonly a combination of more than one
of these.3

It is the concept of "cultural significance" which is key to the whole process of

representing the history of a place, as set out in the Burra Charter.a If we take as the criteria

for the re-establishment of Upper Fort Garry the fort's cultural significance to the City of

Winnipeg, then its frue value can not be precisely pin-pointed to one particuiar period in its

history. Thus, the dilemma of following a strict methodology for restoration and reconsfruc-

lion. There are four identifiable land use patterns associated with the site (see Chapter 2).

Through each phase Upper Fo¡t Garry changed and in doing so reflected the changing



priorities of a sociefy. Even this practicum is a response to yet another shift in the priorities of

Winnipeg's citizenship, by buüding on the success of the Forks. To choose to reconsfruct

under the guidelines established by the current conservation charters would require the

selecting of one period in Upper Fort Garry's history over all the others and bring the fori to

that period's most complete and authentically correct state.

At'ticle 1.7: Restoration means returning the EXISTING fabric of a place
to a known earlier state by removing accretions or by reassembling
existing components without the introduction of new material.

Art¡cle 1.8: Reconstruct¡on means returning a place as nearly as pos-
sible to a known earlier state and is distinguished by the introduction of
materials (new or old) into the fabric.

Article 1 4: Restoration...is based on respect for all physical, documen-
tary and other evidence and sfops at the poínt where conjecture begins.

Article 19: Reconstruction is Iimited to the reproduction of fabric...it
should be identifiable on close inspection as being new work.s

The restrictive nature of present conservation practices (which places a higher priority on

the form of the reconstructed past rather than its meaning) eliminates the potential for creating

a sfronger representation of the Upper Fort Garry's cultural significance. Rather than be

confined by a methodology that ignores the unique and singular qualities of a structure which

played aninstrumentalrolein thedevelopmentof asite and a city, amoreinterpretive solution

couid be adopted. Interpretation, in this case, should not be considered to be of lesser historic

value as iong as the historic continuity of the forf s form is maintained.

Material preservation is thus at bottom an illusion. Felt historic continuity
takes precedence over strict material authenticity, which is impossible to
achieve or sustain. What matters in preservation may be continuity of
form, of substance, of texture, of color, or whatever. And because
material objects are continuously transformed, every stage in preserva-
tion forces choices among these many valid but irreconcilable criteria. No
preservation decision is logically right, let alone permanently appropri-
ate.6



This paves the way to develop a new approach in presenting Upper Fort Garry's historic

formandthehistoryassociatedwithit. Itmaynotbeconsideredauthenticbyconservationists,

but can not be considered *y less valuable than if the fort was totally reconstructed following

the originai specifications of the fort and using the same materials.

6.1 .1 Correlation and Historic Continuity :

A correlation can be made between Upper Fort Garry's physical form and that of each of

the four primary land use paftern associated with the area. This establishes an anterior

sequence of the fort from: fortress; to retail center; to governing and administrative body; up

to its current use as a historic monument and park. The proposed re-devêlopment scheme,

therefore, becomes the latest addition to this sequence. This preserves, while at the same time

reinforces, the historic continuity of the fort. Taken individually each phase can be traced to

a specific contribution which the fort had made to the development of the site and the city as

a whole. When viewed concurrently, however, the true importance of Upper Fort Garry as a

catalyst for change becomes increasingly obvious.
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Figure 6.1 Pre-Contact & Early Exploration Era -

Drawing of Fortress walls of Upper Fort
Garry, c.1837.

FORTRESS

The original limestone walls and corner bastions of the Hudson's Bay Company's

1836 fort became the strongest expression for the new spirit of endurance that was

required by the eariy pioneers. The physical presence of Upper Fort Garry's walls

instilled within them a sense of permanence, and by doing so became the basis for

a settlement.
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LAND SURVEY and STREET PATTERNS

Figure 6.3 Land Survey Pattern - The "dismantling" of
Upper Fort Garry, c.1881 (leaving the
Governor's House and gateway).

CENTER OF GOVERNMENT IN MANITOBA

In7879 Upper Fort Garry slowly began to be 'dismantled' (ieaving the Governor's

House and ceremonial gateway) in order to accommodate the Hudson's Bay

Company's new land survey plan for the area. The loss of much of the fort was

symbolic to the Hudson's Bay Company's loss of power. The fort's removal to make

way for new developmentwithin the area marked both the end and the beginning

of a new era inWinnipeg's development. The Governor's Ffouse, however, contin-

ued to be a prominant fixture in the area until 1884 as the residence of the Lieutenant

Governor of Manitoba.
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RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT PATTERN

Figure 6.4 Railway Development Pattern - The contin-
ued "dismantling" of Upper Fort Garry,
c.18BB (leaving only the gateway standing)
and the creation of Fort Garry Park, 1897.

HISTORIC MONUMENT & PARK

This period in the site's development can be seen as an intensification of the

previous one. The residence of the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba (Governo/s

House) was moved to the Legislative Grounds and the empty building torn down.

Ali that remained of Upper Fort Garry was its limestone gateway. The threat of the

its removal and possible desfruction in 18BB prompted the first historic preser-

vation campaign in Western Canada. In 1895 the land surrounding the gateway

was transformed into amodestpark, complete with elipticalpathway and elm trees

planted along the park's perimeter.

@



6.2.0 Contemporary Design Component :

This component of the design is meant to relate an existing environment, which is different

from the originai landscape associated with Upper Fort Garry, to a proposed new context. The

new context is the result of establishing historic links between the fort and the area's adjacent

cultural resources as well as physically connecting the area's two main pedestrian corridors

together: the Assiniboine Riverwalk and Broadway Avenue. It is therefore necessary for the

contemporary component of the design to address: the scope of land requird to accommodate the

design's goøls and objectiaes,the darclopment of this lønd so thøtitwill'fít' with thehistoric continuíty

of Upper Fort Garry, and the correlatíon of the design's contemporøry t'orm to enhønce thehistoric form

of the fort.

6.2.1 Scope and Area of Re-development:

There are four possible site configurations that are the resuit of current land ownership

patterns (see Figures 6.5 - 6.8). How these patterns effect the four main goals and objectives

of this practicum wili determine the scope and area of the re-development. These four main

goals and objectives, in order of priority, are:

DESCRIPTION

To develop the site around the remnant gateway of Upper Fofi
Garry in order to reinforce the orientation and form of this his-
toric fort within the context of downtown Winnipeg.

To develop a sequence of public open spaces that will link the
corridors of pedestrian movement along the Assiniboine River-
walk and Broadway Avenue.

To establish 'portals' into the Forks and use these entrances
as a primary means of connecting the existing heritage and
interpretive value of the Forks and Fort Garry Park.

To open up views and access to the fort and its remnant gateway
from areas with high activity levels such as: Main Street, Bonney-
castle Park, and the Assiniboine Riverwalk.

2

3

4



Of all the goa-ls and objectives, the greatest emphasis is placed on reinforcing the historic

orientation and form of Upper Fort Garry. A^y obstructions in achieving this primary end

lessens the desirabilify of the site. How each of the goals and objectives are affected by the

change in area are outlined below. From least to most appropriate, they are:

SITE A - No Land Expropriation

DESCRIPTION

The incompatibility of current land uses on the site makes any historic

interpretive value of Upper For-t Garry minimal - limited to the existing

gateway of Fort Garry Park and the location of the fofi's southwest

corner bastion.

Both Assiniboine Avenue and the city of winnipeg's parking rot pre-

vents a connection between the fort's northern gateway, its southern

bastion, and the Assiniboine River.

The potentialof establishing portals intothe Forks is restrictedto onlythe

southern portion of the site linking the southwest corner bastion to the

Forks via the riverwalk.

The gateway's enclosure by buildings results in a minimal view of the

potential historic resources associated with upper Fort Garry (the

límestone gateway & existing planter) to passers-by on Main street.
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S lT E B - Removal of 100 Main Street Offices & parking

DESCRIPTION

The removal of the City of winnipeg offices and expropriation of its

parking lot would dramatically increase the coverage area of upper Fort

Garry and, thus, the site's potential interpretive value. The remaíning

Grain Exchange curling club, however, prevents the re-stablishment of

the Governor's House, a structure which greatly effected the develop-

ment of winnipeg during its infancy and is important to the overall inter-

pretive value of the fort.

The gateway of upper Foft Garry, forthe firsttime since its'dismantling',

can be physically re-connected to its southern boundary. This connec-

tion, however, is not acontinuous one, having totransverse Assiniboine

Avenue in order to enter Bonneycastle Park.

with the increase in site coverage comes a stronger potential for

connecting the gateway of the fort and its historic landscape - the

Assiniboine River. This provides a better opportunity to establish a

portal into the Forks, thereby connecting the h¡storic resources of the two

parks together.

There is a dramatic increase in views of the potential historic resources

associated with Upper Fort Garry (as a result of the removal of the city

offices and parking lot). The views are primarily along Main st. - starting

at the Main street Bridge and continuing north until Fort Garry park.
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S lT E C - Removal of 100 Main Street Offices, Parking and Curling Club

DESCRIPTION

The expropriation of the Grain Exchange curring crub ailows for the

completion of the western boundary of upper Fort Garry. originally

contained within this half of the forl was : the Gene ral Department, Men,s

Quarters, and the officer and clerk's euarters. of more importance,

however, isthe re-establishing of the Governor's House and the axial re-

lationship to its ceremonial gateway.

The íncreased coverage area of slrE c allows for a stronger and more

flexible connection between the gateway, upper For-t Garry,s original

form, andthe primordial landscape of the Assiniboine River. Assiniboine

Avenue, however, stíll provídes a conflict for pedestrians wanting to

move north to south between the gateway and the river.

There are no changes in the entrances into the Forks from the previous

site configuration.

The views of the potentiarhistoric resources associated with upper For-t

Garry remain unchanged from the previous site configuration. with the

increase in coverag e area, however, comes an increase in potential

views of Upper Fort Garry's original form.
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S lT E D - Removal of 100 Main Street Offices and parking, Curling
club, Petrocanada station, Assiniboine ^Avenie (Easiot
Fort St.)

DESCHIPTION

SITE D is the most desirable of allsite configurations because it allows

for the maximum amount of site coverage possible. Enough of the

original area of upper Forl Garry is available so that the forl's original lo_

cation and form can be re-established, giving a stronger sense of the

fort's past internal organizatíon and functions.

with the removal of the eastern section of Assiniboine Avenue and the

Petro-canada station (corner of Broadway and Main), a continuous

'green'open space can be created - extending from Broadway Avenue

south to the Assiniboíne Riven¡valk. This smallamount of land expropri-

ated would result in a dramatic transformation to this portion of the city,

forming a'green gateway' into the downtown.

with the elimination of the petro-canada station, a,portal'into the Forks

can be established through the union station, dramatically elevating the

intersection's stature and increasing the quality of space around both

the Union Station and gateway of Upper Fort Garry.

The removal of the petrocanada station increases the visibility of Upper

Fort Garry and its gateway to passers-by on Main street and Broadway

Avenue. This is especially true for the south bound lane at the

intersection of Broadway and Main where atraffic signar provides ampre

opportunity to people in vehicles to view the remaining authentic piece

of the fort.



EXTENDED VIEW SHED OF UPPER FORT GARRY
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6.2.2 Síte Selection :

The most desirable site for the re-development of Fort Garry Park, in terms of satisfying

the goals and objectives of this practicum, is SITE D. Not only does it provide the maximum

area of land (needed for the reintegration of Upper Fort Garry), but, more importantly, it has

the greatestpotential to establish connections between the site and the Forks, and the site and

itspast (bridgingthegøpbetr.peenthepøstøndpresent,øndtheForkønitsneighboringdowntown).

The site's greatest virtue, however, is the expropriation of the corner of Broadway and Main

and removal of the Petro-Canada station located there. This eiiminates a structure which has

so unsympathetically ciashed with the historical and architectural splendor of the nearby

gateway,Union Station, and Manitoba CIub. At the same time it aliows for a major historical

and pedestrian link into the heart of the Forks from the intersection of Broadway and Main.

The importance of SITE D, therefore, is the closure that it creates along the eastern

boundary of the South Ward, physically connecting Fort Garry Park to the Forks through

portals located on the northern and southern extremities of the study site. The southern portal

of the site focuses on connecting the historic landscape of the river back to the fort, whiie

providing access to the Forks and park spaces along the river's edge. The northern portal, in

contrast, focuses on the diversity of historical structures located at the corner of Broadway and

Main, with the Union Station providing a strong urban connection between Broadway and the

Forks. Existing in between these two major portais is the site of Upper Fort Garry and the focus

of this practicum. As Winnipeg's most important and least recognized historical resource, the

re-development of Fort Garry Park is intended to provide the appropriate setting in which

peopie will gather and move about the area.



PLATE 1 CONTEXT AND SITE PLAN



SITE PLAN
PRCPOSED RE_DEVELOPMENT OF FORT GARRY PARK



PLATE 2 SITE PLAN
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6.3.0 Conception :

The design concept comes from an understanding that Upper Fort Garry's cultural

significance is a result of its continuai fransformation. This implies that the gateway is not a

relic from the past but is the result of a continual interplay between the fort and the

development of the city. It also stresses the importance of the existing gateway and elements

of Fort Garry Park (elm trees) as the final form of the fort. Development which has occurred

since the creation of the park, however, has not been very sympathetic to either the apprecia-

tion of the park or its related history. The proposal to remove atl the development which

impedes upon the originai location of the fort, therefore, becomes the first step in making

reparation to the mistakes of the past. The final step is to integrate a variety of methods for

interpreting the lost portion of the fort without interfering with its final form. The possible

methods for interpreting the historic form of the fort have already been discussed in Chapter

7 (7'4.7 - 7.4.5)- The final design is meant to be a synthesis of those various methods in

conjunction with an appropriate concept.

Ghosting and Juxtaposition :

A concept based on ghosting and juxtapo-

sition has been chosen, so as to answer the

fundamental questions of how one would

reintegrate Upper Fort Garry back onto the

landscape, given the degree to which the site

has been stripped of its historical association

(see 6.1.0). It was not the architectural quality

of the fort that was so important, as much as

it was how the fort effected anà reflected.

Winnipeg's growth during the four iand use

patterns identified. The concept, therefore,

is a response to those questions posed earlier,

concerning the real aalue of Upper Fort Garry

Figure 6.9 Ghosting of walls of Upper Fort Garry
(during the daytime)



(the forf s transformation as the primary historical theme) and the authenticity of any kind of

reconstruction (reconstruction should be consistent with that historical theme).

Given the limited detailed information available on Upper Fort Garry,it was decided that

the missing components of thefortbe either'ghosted'or'traced'. The materials used to ghost

the walls and buildings of the fort are to be made of metal (charcoal grey), while the gardens

and pathways of the original fort are to be traced in paving of various shades of grey (see

Plate(s) 1 & 2). The mono'chromatic color scheme is meant to give a sense of perpetuity to the

place, thereby satisfying the conflict between the historical artifact (the fort) and a non-historic

environment (the city).

The reconsfruction process, thus, is con-

sistent with the materials of the day and

thereby preseraes the forfs cultural signifi-

cance. This juxtaposition of the fort's nine-

teenth century form with twenty-first century

materials is done purposely to establish and

maintain continuity with the fort's develop-

ment. Any fype of reconstruction along the

lines of theforf s original materials and speci-

fications could be regarded as a misrepresen-

tation of historical events and would certain-

ly mitigate the significance of the gateway as

the only remaining 'original' piece of the fort.

This juxtaposition between past and present is then continued to include a different

expression of the Fort Garry Park during the day and at night (see Fig(s). 6.9 - 6.10). In the

daytime theghosting of Upper Fort Garry stops at the point where the fort crosses Main Street.

The dissection of the fort along this line creates a strong analogy to the forces of change which

were originally responsible for its 'dismantling'. During the night the ghosting of the walls

take on a different form. Light becomes the principle method of interpretation, completing the

Figure 6.10 Ghosting of walls of Upper Fort Garry
(during the night)
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PLATE 3 VIEW OF NORTH'PORTAL'
(DAY T|ME)
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PLATE 4 . VIEW OF NORTH 'PORTAL'
(NtcHT TtME)
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PLATE 5 VIEW OF SOUTH,PORTAL'
(DAY TIME)
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PLATE 6 VIEW OF SOUTH'PORTAL'
(NtcHT TtME)
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pattern of the fort above the traffic of Main Street and tracing out its sequential development

in light (see Fig(s) .6.7 - 6.4 E Plate(s) 3 - 6). The illumination of this sequenrial development

is done randomly thru sensors located in key ghosted structures which are activated as people

move through the park (see Plate 8).

lnformation Screens :

Education and the communication of the

heritage value of Upper Fort Garry becomes

the most important function of the new de-

sign. This kind of detailed information is best

expressed through the use of interpretive

displays. Information screens used to explain

its historical development are integrated into

the facades of each of the ghosted buildings,

relating their function to the larger contribu-

tions made to the development of the City of

Figure 6.11 lnformation Screens: used to inter
pret the historical development of
UpperFort Garry, City of Winnipeg
and Proviince of Manitoba.

Winnipeg and Province of Manitoba. This allows the re-development of Fort Garry Park to

expand on the interpretive program first identified by the ARC agreement, whereby the Forks

becomes the anchor for the entire Red River Corridor interpretive system and Fort Garry Park

functions as an interpretive center for imparting information regarding the various ARC pro-

grams (see Chapter 3 - 3.1.i).

The communication of this information is accomptished through the use of translucent

screens (see Fig. 6.11) on which a sequence of images of different scales, with texi in different

languages, is then projected onto (see Appendix B for examples). The projection devices are

incased within the steel frames of each structure thereby eliminating the need for plaques,

signs or any other method of interpretation that would detract from the historic clarity of the

design. The use of rwenty-first century media technoiogy allows the interpretive displays to

be dynamic rather than static, where new information about the history of the fort, the city, and

the region can continually be added as the need arises. The translucency and dynamic nature
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of these information screens continues the 'ghosting' and 'juxtaposition' metaphor of the

concept, blending the text and imagery on the panels with the contemporary setting of the park

(see Plate 7).

Miniaturization :

Accuracy in reproduction is always a

concern with any project which uses, as its

basis, elements from the past. There exists,

however, irreconcilable differences between

Upper Fort Garry's past and proposed form,

the result of 150 years of site changes. The

most obvious differences are belween the

location of the fort's entrances and the inte-

rior layout of its spaces, both having been ef- Figure 6.12 Location of replica model of Upper
Fort Garry in relation to park entry.

fected by the location of Main Street.

In order to give a better sense of Upper Fort Garry's original appearance, a miniature (70

ft. x 31 ft.) of the fort is placed on axis to the gateway, immediately creating a symbolic link

between the life-size object and its reduced version (see Fig. 6.72). The miniaturization of the

fort, thus, allows for a more comprehensive interpretation of its scale and layout by effectively

eliminating the present-day context which the original cannot ignore. The scale model

becomes one way in which people interact with the park. By allowing users to move among

the reduced buiidings and garden areas, they get a better sense of the entries and the original

organization of buildings and spaces within the fort. Juxtaposed against the ghosted form of

the original fort is the solid form of the miniature, with its detailed facades and surfaces

textures being faithful to the original.

Symbolism:

A study of Upper Fort Garry reveals two major axis which organize and define its historic

character. A north-south (X axis) which extends through its front and back gateways, and a

east-west (Y axis), which is formed by the later addition of oak timbers to the original stone



walls of the 7837 fort. The protracting of these two axis and their corresponding characteris-

tics become the essential symbolic components that create a semblance of the forf s past.

The strongest connection befween Upper Fort Garry's past and present appearance exists

along its X axis. Historically Main Street was the main road which connected the upper and

lower forts together (see Chapter 2 - 2.2.2).

This formed the primary commerciai corri-

dor for the early Red River Settlement. The

termination of the main road at Upper Fort

Garry resulted in many entrances being es-

tablished aiong the eastern wall of the forû a

portion of the eastern wall was completely

removed in front of the Fludson's Bay Gen-

eral Store during the 1860's. The importance

of this store as the primary trading and

suppiy depot for the area resulted in the east

side of the fort having a strong 'urban' con-

nection to the seftlement. The western wall, by contrast, was seen as continuous barrier that

separated the interior of the fort from the prairie landscape outside its walls (see Fig. 6.L3).

The layout of the interior of the Upper Fort Garry corresponds to the two different periods

in the forf s construction and their symbolic functions (represented by the fort's division along

the Y axis). The south-half of the fort (the stone section) contains within it: the Hudson's Bay

Company's General Store (1), Recorder's Residence (2), Men's Quarters (3), Mess Room (4),

Officer's Residence (5), Iniand Depot (6), Fur Store (7), and the Pemmican Store (8). The

utilitarian function of this portion of the fort is not only reflected in its variety of buitding

uses, but also in their organization around a central gathering space.

On January 1 gth and 20th, 1870,For1 Garry wasthe scene of a giant mass
meeting. Upwards of a thousand people crowed into the southern half of
the enclosure of the fort to hear the Canadian position concerning
annexat¡on presented by Chief Factor Donald A. Smith of Montréa|.7

Upper Fort Garry from the "natural"
side, along the X-Axis

Figure 6.13 Seperation of the "urban" side of



In contrast to the south was the axial layout of the north-half of the fort. Its function was

primarily ceremonial, with the location of the Governor's Residence (9) and. General Depart-

ment (10) serving as the governing and administrative centers for the settlement. The framing

of the Governor's Flouse through the limestone gateway, therefore, becomes the strongest

affiliation between the fort's axial layout and its symbolic functions (see Fig. 6.74).

The proposed design is concerned with

integrating the preceding characteristics of

Upper Fort Garry within its contemporary

setting - to creøte a stronger semblønce of place,

than what usould otherwise exist . Main Streei,

therefore, becomes the urban face of the park

and Bonneycaslte Park becomes its natural

complement (see Plate(s) 7 e.Ð. The planting

of Blue Stem grasses from the corner of Broad-

way and Main through the entire site (includ-

ing Bonneycastle Park) not only uses the his-

toric vegetation of the past to increase the in-

terpretive potential of the park, but emphasizes the different character of the fort that

historicaily existed along the X axis.

This contrastis further enhanced by stopping the ghosting of Upper Fort Garry at the point

where Main Street crosses the fort, but continuing the line of the walls across the street and

median. The texture of this line of paving, along with the planting of Blue Stem grasses on the

median, helps to re-create a sense of entry (or exit) into the fort (and ihe downtown) from the

south for those people traveiiing by car.

Similarly, the existing gateway becomes the primary pedestrian entrance into Fort Garry

Park from the north (see Plate 9). A pathway is 'cut' through a field of Blue Stem grasses,

leading from Main Street to the gateway (imitating the informal approach originally used to

enter the fort). Once inside, ihe different shades of paving are used to delineate the original

Figure 6.14 Seperation of the south (quadrangle)
layout of Upper Fort Garry from the
north (axial) layout , along the y-Axis
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garden areas and emphasize the fort's original layout along the Y axis.

In exiting the fort to the south the user enters directly into the existing riverbottom forest.

The interpretation of the area's historic and native plant community is seen through a

compression of the succession zone between the Blue Stem grasses and the riverbottom forest,

ending at the Assiniboine River (see Plate 10). This sequence is experienced through either a

gradual winding pathway (which is lit at night. See Plate 6) that ends at the Fork's Market

(location of the historic port) or a more direct connection to the Riverwalk through a series of

steps which lead directly down to the Assiniboine River.



6.4.0 Conclusion :

The re-development of Fort Garry Park is a synthesis of a number of issues that would

ultimately see Upper Fort Garry placed back onto the landscape, giving historic weight to the

junction of the Red and Assiniboine rivers as the origins of Winnipeg. The success of the re-

developed Forks site is clear evidence for the potential of combining recreation and heritage

planning within the city's downtown. This practicum maintains that the Forks, as a historic

site, is incomplete without Upper Fort Garry, andthat the existing gateway of the fort is the

strongest connection to the strategic importance of the Forks' two rivers and the city's early

history as a fur trading ouþost.

This practicum also demonstrates that the connection of Fort Garry Park to the Forks can

be a very elegant one (despite some formidable obstructions) that can give distinction to an

entire area of the downtowrr. At the same time, it is a commentary on the practice of historic

conservation and the priority that a society places on its heritage. With regards to giving

distinction to the downtown; Fort Garry Park is seen as giving closure to the eastern boundary

of the South Ward by connecting together the major pedestrian corridors along Broadway

Avenue and the Assiniboine Riverwalk. Upper Fori Garry becomes the hub for collecting

people along these lwo passages and directing them into either the Forks (through a set of

north and south portals), or into the adjacent neighborhood with its numerous important

Iandmarks and features.

The practicum, as a discourse in historic conservation, sets out to challenge some of the

traditional views towards authenticity of reconstruction in historic preservation. It asks some

fundamental questions on what is the meaning and significance behind Upper Fort Garry and

then illustrates the answers in a design. The difficulties that Upper Fort Garry presents is a

lack of detailed information necessary for any authentic reconstruction and the contradictions

that would naturally exist with its placement in a surrounding context of skyscrapers and

streets (where does autheniic reconstruction end?). This has resulted in a more interpretive

reintegration of Upper Fort Garry back onto the landscape; one that focuses on the fort's



transformation along with that of the city. The reconslruction of the fort, with the use of 21st

Century materials and technology, emphasizes an attempt to re-connect the city with its

history, but also to maintain a level of honesty when confronting the period in which it was

reconstructed. The expansion of Fort Garry Park's size to accommodate more recreation and

interpretive use remains consistent with the type of land use development that has recently

occurred and continues to define the character of the area.
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APPENDIX A
RIVERBOTTOM FOREST SPECIES LISTS :

The following is an excerpt taken from a l g8g document - A Natural Hístory
survey of Riverbanks: winnipeg core Area by John p. Morgan. Done in
concert with Hilderman, Witty, Crosby, Hanna and Associates: Landscape
Architects and Planners, and Prairie Habitats. What the following lists is
intended to show is the diversity and range of species which occur naturally
along the river's edge.

Field lnventory Results

Trees and Shrubs :

Plains Cottonwood
American Elm

Chinese Elm

Manitoba Maple
Willows
Green Ash

Black Ash
Balsam Poplar

White Spruce

Eastern White Cedar

Red Osier Dogwood
Western Snowberry

Gooseberry

Twining Honeysuckle

Common Caragana

TOTAL = 15

Populus deltoides

Ulmus ømericønø

Ulmus aumilla

Acer negundo

Sølix spp,

Fr øxinus p ennsvlaanica

Fraxinus niçra.....-
Populus balsamifera

Picea glauca

Thuja occidentalis

Cornus stolonifera

Su mphío c ar pus o c ci d ent alis

Ribes so.

Lonicera dioicø

Caraçøna arborescens



APPENDIX A - Continued

Forbs :

Wormwood
Common Buck

Asparagus

Canada Thistle

Perennial Sow Thistle

Dandelion

Goat's Beard

Lamb's Quarters
Silverweed

Purple Loosestrife

Catchfly

Stinging Nettle
Ragweed

Gumweed

Wild Sarsaparilla

Tall Lungwort
Field Mint
Meadow Rue

Vetches

Goldenrods

Wild Morning Glory
Clovers

Alfalfa
Long-Fruited Anemone

Sunflower

TOTAL = 25

Artemesiø sn._,
Arctium lappa

Asparasus officinølis

Cirsium øraeuse

Sonchus øraensís

Taraxacum sn._,
Trøgopogon sp.

Chenopodium ølbrum

Potentillø anserínø

Lythrum salicaria

Silene sa,

Urtíca dioíca

Ambrosia sn.

Gríndelia squarrosa

Aralia nudicauiis

Mertensiø Pøniculata

Menthø araensis

Thalictrum so.

Viciø soo.

Solidaço san.

-It

Conaolaulus seaium

Trífolium snn.+II

Medicøço søtiaa+

Anemone culindrica

Helianthus annuus



APPENDIX A - Contii-r',;j

Grasses :

Aquatic Plants :

Quack grass

Smooth Brome

Barnyard Grass

Barley

Foxtail Barley

Green Foxtaii

Blue Grass

Prairie Cord Grass

Reed Canary Grass

Witch Grass

Rye Grass

Wild Oats

TOTAL = 12

Açropuron rezensæ
Bromus inerinus

Echinochloø crusçalli

Hordeum aulçare

-

Hordeum íabatum

Setøria aírídis

Poa so._,
Spartinø pectinata

Phalaris arunindøceø

Pønicum cøoilløre

-

Elunus sn.......+,

Atsenø fatua

P otømo get on p ectinatus

Mvriophvllum spicatum

Chlorophyta

Sago Pondweed

Water Milfoii
Green Algae

TOTAL = 3



APPENDIX B

EXAMPLES OF INTERPRETIVE IMAGERY :

The following drawings are taken from existing interpretive plaques located

in Fort Garry Park, originally done ín 1982 by the office oÍ Hilderman, Feir,

Witty and Associates: Landscape Architects and Planners. The content and

layout of these drawings are meant to serve aS examples of how future

images and text can be used as part of the interpretive program for the re-

development of Fort Garry Park; documenting the historicaldevelopment of

Upper Fort Garry, Fott Garry Park, the City of Winnipeg and the Province of

Manitoba - all having been greatly effec{ed by the fofi at one time or another.



From its inception in I83-{ Upper Fort
Garr¡ pcrformed many roles. 'fhe new
establiChment soon became the adminis-
trative centre for the Hudson's Bay Com-
oanv in the Red River District and a deÞot
òf'tountry provisions" and trade goóds
for ¡he northem districts and the Red
River Settlement. The fort also served as
the seat of Government for the District of
Assiniboia, the populated region within a
sixty mile radius of The Forks.
Preoccupied by the escalating private
trade in furs, Company governor George
Simpson persuaded the British govem-
ment to establish a major garrison at
Upper Fort Gany. Despite the presence of
troops the free trade movement conti¡rued
to gain momentum. On May 17, 1849,
Guillaume Sayer was brought before the
Court of .A,ssiniboia at the UÞper Fort
court house on a charge of private trading.
Aìthough found guilty, Sayer left the court
house a free man. The judgement was
viewed by the ùfétis and free traders as a
victÐry for free trade, while the Hudson's
Ba:-, Company saw the guilty verdict as a
rin<ì.ication of the Company's Charter.
The result was a compromise and the end
of an era in the hisrory of the Red River
settlement.

Dès ses débuts en 1834, I'Upper Fort
Garry joua de nombreux rôles. Le nouvel
établissement ne tarda pas à devenir le
cenlre administratif de la Compag¡ie de
Ia Baie d'Hudson dans Ie disrrict de la
.rivière Rouge ainsi qu'un dépôt d'appro-
visionnement.s et d'articles de commerce
destinés aux districts seDtentrionau et à
la colonie de la rivière È.ouge. Le fort fut
également le siège du gouvernementdu
district d'Assiniboia, région peuplée cou-
vrant un rayon de soixante milles de la
F'ourche.
h'éoccupé par I'essor du commerce libre
des fourrures, le gouverneur de la Com-
pagnie, George Simpson, persuada le gou-
vernemenL britannique d'envoyer une
garnison importante à I'Upper Fort
Garrv. Le commerce libre continua à
prenáre de I'ampleur malgré Ia présence
des troupes. Le 17 nrai 1&19, Guillaume
Sayer comparut devant le tribunal d'Assi-
niboia, au Palais de Jusiice de I'Upper
Fort Gnrry, il était iì.ccusé de s'être livré au
commerce ìibre. Ilien (lue reconnu
coupable, Sayer fut élargi. Les \[éiis et les
comme rçâ.nts Iibres considérèrent ce juge-
ment comme une victoire pour le com-
nrerce libre. I-a Compagnie de la Baie
d'Hudson, quant à elle, trouva dans ce
verdict de culpabilité la justiFrcation de sa
charte. On en était donc arrivé à un com-
promis qui mcttait fin à une éÞoque dans
l'histoire dc la colonie de la rivière Rouge.
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T'tre s.wey map of l&{8 provides
y9 *i¿! a good picrure -of 

early
Upper F ort ôarry ànd i¿s environõ.
Settlement outside the forts beøanin 1812 with the arrival of "the
Selkirk Setrlers. With the amalgÀ-
mation of the Hudson's Bay Coï-
pany and the North Wcst Companyin 1821, many of rhe surplus fra--
ders retired to tåkc up agäcuìtual
pursuits along the Red River.
The. H!¡dson's Bay Company esta-
blished an expcrimental'farm near
ltt"^Sitr of rhe Old Fort Garry in
1837. The locarion of the farm änd
the building of Upper Fort Garry
reflected the importance of The!orks within the settlement.
The experiment¿l farm was a
failu¡e for many of the reasongthat the Red River Settlement
found existence diffrcult. It was
isolated, hundreds of miles from the
nearest community or market, andwas very dependent on the
Hudson's Bay Company. Because
the fu¡ trade offered only a small
market for the farrn su;Dlus and
buffalo hunt, and provideà limited
employment, the children of the
settlers had few livelihoods to furn
to other than private trading. pri-
vate trading or "free trade" i-as in
di_rect c-onflict with the monopoly
of the Hudson's Bay Company.

[-â cart€ topogrrphique de 18-18
nous donne une bonne idée de ce
qu'étaient I'Upper Fort Garry et
ses enwirons aur ¿ous débuts. En
1812, avec I'arrivée des colons de
Selkirk, on viÈ s'étâblir la première
colonie à I'exterieur des 

-forts. 
En

1821, lors du fusionnement de la
Compag-nie de la Baie d'Hudson et
cle la Compâgnie du Nord-Ouest,un grand nombre des traiteurd
don! les services n'étaient Dlus
requis se mirent à cultiver la tåne
sur les bords de la rivière Rouge.
En 1837, la Compagnie de la Baie
d'Hudson établit-me ferme expé-
rimentale près de I'ancien fõrt
Gany. Le choix de son emolace-
ment et la construction de l'üpperFort Garry témoignaieni'de
I'irnportance qu'avaii la Fou¡che
aux yeux de la colonie.
La ferme exprérimentale se soldapar un êchec qui fut attribué à la
piupart des raisons pou¡ lesouelles
les colons de ia iivière Rouge
trouvaient la rie difficile. Sibuéõàdes centaines de milles de là
Iocn.lité_ ou du marché Ie plus
proche, Ia colonie était isolé:e et
dépendait. dans une très large
mesure de la Compagnie de la Ba--ie
d'Hudson. Du faidque la traite des
fourrures n'offraii oue oueloues
emplois e! très peu de d¿bouihés
pour la vente des surplus agricoleset des produits de la chãsse aubison, les enfants des colons
n'avaient d'autres moyens de sub-
srstånce que lc commerce libre. Ce
dernier^empiétait sur le monopolede la Compagnie de la Baie
d'Hudson.
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Après I'arrivée des Eurooèens-les Assiniboincs, Ies Ciis ad
I'Ouest, les Ojibways et lcs Sioux
considérèrenr tous la Fourche
comme leur propre tcmiLoire. Les
querelles entre Ies autochtoncs et
les rivalit€s que suscitait la traice
deg lourru..res rendirent néces-
saire la cotìstruction d'un fort.
1730- La traite des fourrureg
I76O attila les Français dans la

régíon, Le fort Rouge,
construit en 1738, fut lèurgeule tentative en vue
d'implanter une colonie
arrx environs du confluent.
La Fourche continua à
servir de lieu de rendez-
vous et de centre de dishri-
bution pour la traite des
fourmres, mais elle avait
à cet égard une impor-
t¿nce secondaire en com-
paraison d'autres postes
de traite de I'Ouest.-

f810 ta Compagnie du Nord-
Ouest, dont le sièse étsit À
Montréal, ñt conðtruire le
fort Gibraltar.

1813 En construisant le fort
Douglas, la Compagnie de
la Baie d'Hudson devint
ofFiciellement la rivale del¡ Compagnie du Nord-
Ouest. Le fort Douglas
servit également à ;ro-
téger les colons de Selkirk
arrivés en 1812. La Com-
pagnie du Nord-Ouest et
ses alliés métis détrui-
sirent le fort en 181õ. Il fur
rebåti en 1816.

1816 Peu de temÞs avant sa
morÈ lors du massacre de
Sevcn Oaks, le gouver-
neur Semple oidonna
qu'on abandonne le fort
Gib-raltqr et qu'on y mett€
le feu. l,e foit fut ræon-
struit en 1817,

1813- La (iompagnie de la Be,ie
1819 d'Hudson fit construire aumoins trois postes de

traite à la Fourche, dont
Fidler's Fort.

1821 Le fusionnement de la
Compagnie du Nord-Ouest
et de la Compagnie de la
Baie d'Hudsoi-r ñrit fin au
conflii qui les opposait. Lefori Gibraltar, que I'onrebnptisa fort -Garr¡r,
devint à nouveau le centre
de la traiÞ des fourmres.

f82{ læ frrrt Douglas abrita la
résidence du gouverneur
jusqu'en 1824, après ouoi
4ie fut établie près du lort
Garry.

1826 Ravagés par I'inondation,
les deu forts furent aba¡l-
donnés.

1831 I-e I¡wer Fort Gurry fut
construit à wingt millés au
norc de la Fourche.

183-1 On cntreÞrit la construc-
tion rìe I'Upper Fort Garry,dernier fort érigé à [a
¡ ouÌche.

After European contact, the
As_siniboine, Western Cree,
Ojibwa and Sioux Indians alÍ
considered The Forks as theirom ærritory. The Indian dis-
putes ûnd thc fur tradc rivalries
made fortification necessary for
occupation.
IZQQ- Ittu fur trade broughr rhe
1760 French into the iêgion.

Their only attempt at apermanent settlement
near The Forks was Fort
Rouge built in 1?BB.
The Forks continued to
serYe as a rendezvous
and distribution point for
the fur trade but the siæwas only moderately
lmportÊnt comÞared to
other fu¡ trade blaces in
the \Yesi.

1810 The North West Comoanv
ofTraders out of ltfonireal
built Fort Gibraltar.

1813 The Hudson's Bay Com-pany iormalized their
competition bv buildinøFort Douslaã. It alsõ
served as protection for
the selkirk colony which
arrived in 1812. ftre Fort
was- destroyed by the
Nor'westers and - their
Métis allies in 181õ and
rebuilt in 1816.

1816 Fort Gibraltar was dis-
qrantled and burned byGovernor Semple jusi
prior to his deaih in'the
Seven Oaks Massacre. Ir
r+'as rebuilt in 1817.

1813- The Hudson's Bav Com-1819 pany buitr ar teaõt tirèitrading poscs at The
I.orks, including Fidler's
I Ort.

1821 The amalgamation bet-
ween the l.l'or'westers and
the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany ended the time of
conflict, The focus oftrade
returned to Fort Gibralter
which was renamed Fort
Garry.

1824 Fort Douglas remainedthe residence of the
Governor until 1824 whenit wn,s ¡¡sved alongside
Fort Garry.

1826 Both Forts were seriouslv
damaged by the flood anä
w'ere abandoned.

1831 Lower Fort Garry was
built tr.enty miles nôrth of
The Forks.

183-{ Work srarted at Uoner
Fort Garry, which wasïhe
last fort to be construct¿d
at The Forks.

Upæ¡ Fon Gc¡,y l¡om th¿ ñout| ot th¿
Assiruboiu ¡hotutn¿ OU !'oil Gd.,y to:he.itht
Ju^¿ t L I31i.
Çltnbow.Albena Fuun¿otio^ - Cør¿e Føtay

L'Uppr Foa G*ry uu d.¿ l ¿mboæhur¿ de la
iuí¿n ¡\stiniboiæ. On ùNryoit t'ù^ti¿^ lo¡tUa.ry à drc¡u. Il iuin I81i
G^lz nbo u¡,llb<na Foundotio^ - CoU¿c ilon
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During the 1870's, Upper Fort
Garry remained the seåt of the
provincial govern ment, the head-
quarters ol the Tenth Canadian
Military Districr, and rhe adminis-
traiive centre of the Hudson's
Bay Compuny Northern Depart-
ment. itf eanwhile, in its adioínine
500 acre reserve, the Compan!
was locked in a flerce strugglè
with the Winnipeg business com-
munity to secure the future urbangro*'th. By 1880, it was evidentthat Winnipeg's urban fu¿ure
would centre on the corner of
Portage and Itfain.
'I he ! ort s¿ructure was viewed asa liability to the Hudson's Bay
Company. Their new retail storä
opened on Main Street at York
Avenue in October 1881,The Fort
was in the way of the extension of
Main Siree¿ to the south and the
Com-pany was hoping the railway
would be routed-acioss the Reä
River through their property.
As the Company developed its
reserve, lhe Fort walls anà build-
ings were gradualiy torn down or
relocate9. In_1882, during an
unprecedented Iand boomf the
For.t prop_erty was sold. Ay tneend of the century, all-that
remained of- Upper Fort Garry
was the north gate.

R".'dI t tã'ãi,* 
"ri8?õlt'úpp""Fort Garry demeura le bièg^e^dugouvernement provincial, lequartier général du dixième dis-trict militaire canadien et le

centre _administratif du départe-
ment Nord de la Compagniè de Ia
Baie d'Hudson. Entie-lemps, la
Compagnie livrait une 'lritið
acharnée aux hommes d'affaires
de Winnipeg, car elle voulait voiila ville se développer sur la
réserve de 500 acres dont elle
Qisposaic aux environs du fort.
Vers 1880, iì devint évident oue
I'expansion de Winnipee se feräit
g-nartir de I'angle dê Pärrage er
ilf ai n.
Le fort était considéré comme un
handic.ap_pour ta Compagnie de la
lJare cl'Hudson, qui ouvrit sonnouveau magasin de détail àt'angle de la rue Main et de
I'avenue York en octobre I881.
!.e fort nuisait au Þrolonfement
de la rue ilfain vers le srid et la
Com.pagnie espérait que la voix
rerree passeratt sur sâ propriété
pour ensuite enjamber la rivière
Rouge,
Tandis que la Compagnie aména-
gea-rt S¿ì reServe agraire,les murSet les bâtiments du fort fureniprogress_ivement démolis ou
clemenag.es. tln I882, alors que lemarché immobilier connaiisaii
un esso-r sqns précédent, le forttut vend.u. A_ la fin du siècle, il nerestâit plus de I'Upper Fort Garryque ta porte nord.

l'i¿u l¡on th¿ suah¿ast rhount pan oi th¿ sto^e ua|
rcmo(¿d a^d th¿ Hudson's Bav Conpo^e G¿n¿ft| Sto.¿
t¿^üLat¿d to face onto .ltoin Sk¿ct. ¿. IB;J.tBî!.
Protincit! A¡chites ol ,Vantoha.
Vuc du rud.est ñont,ont Ia pa4ie du ñut en pierre qui fut
¿^lc-Lé.¿ ¿t Ie ma¿osin ¿ëndrcl de Ia Conpasnie de tà Bàie
d ãudsÒn ett |ut t¿noú poul oinsi donn¿r su¡ la rue ]lain.
ç'P,r l8î3.t3ît
A rc hi ue s p ro ú nc i ale s du :tta nito b a.

¡ln i^t(.io. L.ieu uf th¿ Fo¡t looÀinp south.:huttint th¿
:¡o¡¿ Lrclls ¡¿placed by u-ooden lcÀcts ond the iirii ]fatn
5t¡e¿t Br¡dg¿ in th¿ bochE.ouad. c. I33!
8¡ uc e Dec h e ¡ C¡¡ll¿ctìo t ¡.'
L ¿ncct^tc du loi tu¿ du sud. Les c!ótu¡¿s en bois ontt¿mptace t(s muts ¿^ pt¿t.e: o^ ap¿ryoù lc prcmi¿t pont
d¿ tc tu Jtain à l aûi¿rc.ptan. t?.s /88J. '
Lotl¿cüon 6tuc¿ ùchît-

.4 F'.iun t'i a ntap ,)i rhr City o[ tV:antyt b¡. c. .vcpkil!ø, .], Th¿ nõ,
shrus Ih¿ d¿L,iDpñ¿nt of llinatptl ond huì th¡ t',,,t .;¡r¡l Ln th¿ uov i¡f
t^¿ ßttn:na Dl .\Jú^ .Sr¡c¡r. .l/r r j9. I l;t.
Publî A¡Èhìes ol Caro,ld. C 98¡rl¡.6
Pø¡Ii¿ d na¿ cd¡t, d¿ Ia till¿ ¡t¿ t+'inntø,X drcs¡i¿ p¡¡ G. .Vcphtiles I¿
l,un¿. La ca¡t¿ moatrf comÌt¿^r Io rill¿ , ¿st iil.,ttlu¿ lt auL It i)tttmù.hdt atu litn prolunse lo ru¿ llon. J9 ñtdi t,t7;.
J/.¡i(r,s pùóliqurs rlu C¿notl¿. C98ól;6

EI\D OFAI\{ ERA
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Yicu.ol Gpcc¡nn¿nt Hoß( in u-iÀtil, thrcußA ¡Àc .\ba¡ 6otc, c. Ì680.
Prcúnc;aÌ Atchi!.s ol Mdnitobô.
ltue.de h rtsid¡ncc du Fout:etncut E(n¿rc| c'r hiL,cr, Cc Io portc nord, u¿¡s 168ú¡.
Archiucs protinciol* du Monitoln.

This three storey house $'hich u'as builr at the
time the fort s'as enlarsed (c. 18õ3) orisinaìlv
housed the Hudson's Bay Compány's" chieî
factor. It ìater became the home of the Governors
of Assiniboia ând from t8?0 to 1883 it q'as
Government House, the residence of the Lieu-
tenant Governor of Manitoba.
The large mu¡al depicts the house as it stood in
1876 during the time that Lieutenant Governor
Alexander Morris and Mrs, trlorris were in
residence. Ifyou stand about 20'outsidc the saæ.
ygul vieÈ' through the gate s'ill be the satñe ai
*'hen the building was actuall¡. there.

C¿tt¿ maison de trois étåges, bâtie à I'époque de
I'expa.nsion du fort (vers- 1853), fut habiæe enp_remier ìieu par ìe facteur'en chef de la
f.lo4pag-niq dc la Baie d'Hudson. Elle der"int plus
t^ard la résidence des gouverncurs d'Assiniboia,puis de I870 À 1883, celle du lieutenanr-
gouverneur du lvlanitoba.
þ- frand--tablcau mural représen!€ la maison
telìe qu'ellc ét-ait en 1876 duiant ìa résidence du
lreut€nant-gouverncur Alexander Jylorris ec de
son épouse. Si vou5 y6u. O¡acez à enwiron 20 pieds
è.I'exrerieur de la poræ, vous aurez rrai'ment
ì'impression de r.ous trouver devant la maison.

:':îuÅil 
cu|,^n,ú H,,us. sriul't :il tr:D,ú,n io¡,ry tú t,,r:L t¡t"

Brqc Dcc lcr ColÌor:¡r¡.
l¡ùc dî lo ñsidtnc. dt hrurLntrt È,tut ",ntr
locc o lo Ftt. notd. l\'tt |atl
Colleîilùn Btuú I\'.1ú

GOVERI{MENIT HOUSE 1a\

t
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The stone gaæ which sta¡ds todavrs the lq:t rem¡Â¡t of Upper Foituarry..I.h-e.porrion of the wooden
wanl whlch has been rec.onstructed
here ia a rep-lice of the waU built to
ï ä åã: i#{' "ìFh:. iï.i f '$ #'å'"1
sbructed of bwo rows of lZ" x IZ"squared oak logs a€t on a. TyndÂlìstone foundation and fïlleä bet_ween witb earth.
The north ggte -was not a publìc
enfrÊnce to .tÞe lort, but a piivàGgatsyay to the Governor,s'Hous€anc tt€ ga_rden8. The stone qat¿
w'as ctesigned by Chief Trider
l_l95gng9r Hunt€r Murray who,s-rslrrng to- see a. more ornamentai
gÂr¿ tllq ! that at the mai_u entrance_
eketched rhe design on rh;-bä;[-#
an envelope,
Chief Ttader Murray had arrived
ll Upper !'ort Garry just prior toEn€ tort expansion f¡om Alaskawtt€re he had estsblisbed Fortxy{o+ ln 1847. He rerired ands€rued along the R€d River.

þ p".æ en pierre est aujourd'hui
X)ut ce-qui reste_ de I'I_Ipper Fort
9917-t- pq.rie du mu¡ eri bois qui
9..e8 Tcpr-rsfruite esr .une re pliqueou mur enge autoul du fort-apièsson erpansion en lgõB_fgõa] Ce
11llgonsisiqit^en deu_x ralgees ãèron.rrns de chêne équa.rrishesur_ant IZ pouces sur 12 Þouceg et
lepoga-r-tt su¡ des assis€s-en pierre
r)mdau. tle la terre combfait le}'ìcle enfre les deu-rr raDgées.
Lq pqrq nord n,éejt pas I'enÈrée
Pllq,p.rlq du forr;.elle ilonnair plu_t{rt Âcceg à la résidence du qouver-neur et À ses jardins. tlià i"tconçue par le traiteur eu chei
l_t.1l""dgI Hunter Murray quì,
soucrelT.d'agtémen¿er cette õntiéépnvee d'une porte plus ornemen_
rare._que celle de l,entree principale,
l.: ll ".og,,"s 

de ta port€ en pierreau verso d'une enveloppe.
P.hg!.t¡."" ch_ef Mur-ray était
îTye " I'Ljpp€r Fort Garry, t¿utJusr€ avant les travaux d'Ãäan_
å"ff,Ttrii, iå tH 

"xflrx*,"¿,1rl s9 rettra sur les borde de lanvlere .LÈouge.

I:::iyt::*';: {:t,:,:::rt 
Gc:rv utth uatt poniatlv do,en c lt.i!.

P,':.Ii î,.¿ ¿o^t1ont.dcci, o ! L'pprt Fail OattÌ ¿1,^t u^¿ Ðdn, i! mulo PL,í¿.úila' l¿.r Iail
L\¡!bc :itn llrut¿ t\:ci¿,.

Squred Oal< Timbe*
Billcr m chèæ èquanis
Earth and Rùòþ
Tene et dæmbm
Cribbiro
Boissce"

GA3'E AND \4AT-,L CONSTRT]CTTOTV
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FORT GAR,RY GATE PARK
LE PAR,C DE I,A PORTE DTJ F'ORT GARRY
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I.¡Ì tx)rtr'nr'r(l fut t{nrt ce qs¡ rosur
rle I't.lpprr IÌrrt (ìrrrv. \'ers I lìf )?. ¡ì
l'óp¡x¡uc ¡rir lr villc grnrrrlissrrit nur
nl(nt.trlrs. rrrr rlúcidr rl ¡rnlriilil(er
urì txrrc ¡ì I cn(lroit !,ir sr.tr()uvilit ¡il

On rt,rn¡rlnçtr lt llris rlix'uvrc dc
lir¡r'it'rrrrc ¡xrrtc et liril hiluss¡r ¡r
trivenrr rlu s,¡l rk.f¡rçon ¡ì et.,rur.
Iì.nrt)l¡rcciltrnt si)it ¡i lù nr¿rnc hnut-
errr r¡ue ìcs rtrcs il(ljil(enk's. On t.
rnti.rrrrgcrr (lrs s.rÌt¡crs o( ¡'()il v
¡rlrçr rlcr lrrrncs. I )es ll¡riltt's orrrrj-
nìrntûlcN cf rlds v¡(ne.{ (riilrr,rilt lo
loilg rles pnrois rle Id portc rinrrrìt
rn'lrellir ( e tnrre rrrri frrt. rx.nrlrilr
rles ¡¡rni'es. r'¡ì (''rr¡r,ìil iìli.¡rl,'i¡
¡rrr.rrtlrc rlrs t,lr)tIr.t {,'Lìt(.r ler
Itlxirirs (lr liir¡.
I.:'ì l:ls-1. il r(\ut l¡r !¡x¡rri(,'ì (le
t'¡rrc (l iillrrI,r'iti'lirr¡r. l.er rr..tir,..
(h. lìr'(i(" t':,r( :,,rìt r,,r'j¡,,'r\ ¡'
l ¡ rtrr¡ ir.r¡r ¡l, l,r rnr.t,'.
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